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From the Editor
Welcome to the Winter Bulletin 2016
We are so grateful to the North American Chapter for sharing their Retreat Sermons/Addresses with us all. The
Very Revd Mark Richardson attended the Paris Summit on Climate Change and we are pleased to have his
‘Diary’ of impressions on which to reflect.
We have a little news from members: Gesine and +Rupert celebrated their Golden Wedding last year and there
is an account of their festivities. Richard Hills was awarded the MBE in the New Year Honours in 2015 for his
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contributions to the history of science. Unfortunately he was not able to go to Buckingham Palace to receive
his award but instead the Lord Lieutenant of Manchester presented his award in the Parish Church of Mottram.
Richard suffers from Parkinson’s disease and has contributed two articles about the disease and a theology
which make interesting and informative reading. Simon Lumby has contributed a series of articles written for
his Parish.
Finally, please don’t forget Earth Hour: March 19th when we are asked to turn off all electrical items for ONE
hour to show we care for the earth!
David Ashford, who wrote last year on a ‘Non-Supernatural God who loves us’ would value any feedback from
his article.
I hope you find these articles and reflections interesting and that you will contribute to the next edition of the
Bulletin which I hope to prepare for early September: after the Annual Gathering.

Warden’s notes, March 2016.
I often find myself explaining who we are as a Society to all sorts of people. One interesting way is to show
them the Society logo, either on a slide at the start of a talk, or one the larger of the metal crosses we have,
and ask them what they see. I rarely get an accurate reply immediately, but just recently I did a series of
presentations at a school in the north of England and I was delighted to get an instant and entirely accurate
reply. Better still, that was just the point of my presentations – to show that science and religion can be
intimately linked to an audience of one of the most sceptical groups you can get, 14 and 15-year-olds. As I have
noted before, it’s not always necessary to take the discussion further. For many people just knowing we (the
Society) exist is a sufficient eye-opener. It raises questions for them. That is just what happened on this visit. As
I was about the leave the school, one student from the three groups I had talked to came up and asked a very
clear question in the Garden of Eden category. He was a recognised strict atheist and the host teacher was
impressed that he should have taken the trouble to come back and ask a question.
Taking what we do in our Society further, it is not so easy to explain what a dispersed community is. Perhaps
that is less important to people outside the Society but for us it is the core of who we are. It’s the quiet rhythm
of remembering each other in prayer over the month, a rhythm which every so often is punctuated by high
points when we get together at a Gathering or a Chapter meeting. The retreat of the North American Province
in early January this year was no exception. Some of the presentations given there are to be found in this issue.
The most striking impression of these meetings is always the delight of the new members being admitted to
the Society. People talk about their excitement about having found us, about their having found a kind of home
for their spiritual life. For us SOSc is always there, a source of quiet comfort and encouragement on a daily
basis which on occasion can burst out into feelings of intense joy. Not very scientific language, I know, but what
are we to say about what it is really like to be part of a dispersed community such as ours? Perhaps we need a
new category to describe us. Dispersed community is accurate and technical, but we are more than that. What
could it be? Or maybe we’re just a logo combining two of the most potent symbols ever used?
Every blessing for Easter.
Keith

From : Polly [Robert & Dee’s 12 year old Granddaughter] who is aware of the SOSc.
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The Warden received this letter from Bishop David which may be of interest to members:
Dear Bishop David,
‘Scientists in Congregations’ – new awards scheme
Thank you so much for your interest and involvement so far in the ‘Equipping Christian Leadership in an Age of
Science’ project!
We both value and want to build further on the network of relationships that are being established via the
conferences and other project related activities. You are at the heart of our project. So we want to ensure that
you are fully informed of the opportunities for funding created by the new ‘Scientists in Congregations’ scheme
for England.
Launched earlier this month, ‘Scientists in Congregations’ provides grants of up to £10,000 for new projects
designed by local church leaders and science professionals to bring science-theology/faith questions into the
learning and worshipping lives of local congregations of all sizes and types.
Projects supported by the ‘Scientists in Congregations’ programme have the potential to catalyse a new
willingness on the part of Christian communities to engage with the intellectual side of our culture. Moreover,
by developing projects that engage with questions of science, churches will have the opportunity to create a
conversation that is stimulating not only for the congregation but also for the surrounding community.
We are looking for projects that
a. are proposed by professional practitioners in the fields of science and church leaders who are already
linked through shared participation in the life of a congregation, and are highly motivated to collaborate in this
effort,
b. have the potential to inspire other churches to adopt and adapt the idea,
c. enable local groups of Christians to build confidence in science, see it as a gift, and affirm the work of
scientists within their congregational context,
d. seek to change the conversation between the Church and the scientific world,
e. are accompanied by a letter of support from the relevant bishop. Our vision for this project is a
collaborative one – working with Church of England bishops, for instance, to transform the conversation about
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faith and science within dioceses. For this reason, projects must have the full support of bishops who will be
fully informed from the outset about what is being planned.
This is not a match bid project but we welcome project bids where there is the commitment to match the
amount of the grant should it be made available.
f. If a group of churches get involved there only needs to be one established relationship between minister
and scientist in place as the foundation for a bid.
The deadline for application is 5pm on May 3 2016. For more details on Scientists in Congregations and the
criteria for bids see: http://community.dur.ac.uk/christianleadership.science/the-project/scientists-incongregations/
To read about Equipping Christian Leadership in an Age of Science, of which Scientists in Congregations is a
part, see: http://community.dur.ac.uk/christianleadership.science/
David Wilkinson, BSc, PhD, MA, PhD, FRAS
The Principal,
St Johns College, Durham University,
3 South Bailey,
Durham,
DH1 3RJ
UK
Tel: +44 191 334 3895
Fax: +44 191 334 3897
Email: david.wilkinson@durham.ac.uk

NEWS OF MEMBERS
Golden Celebrations of Bishop Rupert and Gesine.
During 2015, Bishop Rupert has been celebrating his Golden wedding to Gesine. This culminated on Saturday
September 19th with also the Golden Anniversary of his ordination to priesthood at Manchester Cathedral. I
was unable to attend Rupert’s morning celebration of the Holy Eucharist in Oldham through Parkinson’s but
was honoured to join the packed congregation at Christ Church, Friezland, for Choral Evensong. The Rector of
Saddleworth, the Revd, Chris Halliday, led the service, supported by the excellent combined choirs of Christ
Church and St. Anne’s, Lydgate. Under their conductor, Charles Whitehead, they sang the canticles while the
congregation joined in the hymns; Praise to the Holiest in the Height; The Lord’s My Shepherd and The Day
Thou Gavest, Lord, is Ended. Parts of the service were in both German and English. The lessons were Micah 6,
vv. 6 – 8 and I Corinthians 13, read both by Gesine in German and Rupert in English. The Prayers of
Intercession, based on faith, hope and love, were truly ecumenical, being taken by Father B. Bickers, Parish
Priest at Sacred Heart, Uppermill and Chairman of Churches Together in Saddleworth, Mrs. B. Grayson,
Pradikantin in the German-speaking Lutheran Church in Manchester, and the Revd. J. Skinner, Methodist
Minister of Delph, Greenfield and Uppermill. After the Dismissal and singing the ‘Dona nobis pacem’ the
congregation adjurned to the Parish Hall for a potato and beef hot pot supper, enlived by pistures and accounts
of Bishop Rupert’s and Gesine’s lives. It was a fitting tribute to a remarkable couple.
Richard L. Hills.

RICHARD HILLS: MBE for Services to Industrial Heritage
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I was awarded the MBE in the New Year Honours for 2015. This was in recognition for three areas contributing
to preserving our industrial heritage.
The first was for my work as Founding Director from 1968 to 1982 of what has now become the Museum of
Science and Industry in Manchester. It has become the most popular museum in that city.
The second was for my books and articles published on railway locomotives, stationary steam engines,
windmills, fen drainage, textiles, papermaking and engineering biographies such as James Watt, Richard
Arkwright and Richard Roberts.
Thirdly I supported and helped run many organisations and societies which was recognised by being made a
Companion of the Institution of Engineers and an honorary member of the Manchester Literary and
Philosophical Society, Manchester Region Industrial Archaeology Society, and both the International and British
Association of Paper Historians, etc. Manchester University has awarded me its Medal of Honour.
Owing to Parkinson’s, I felt it would be too difficult to go to Buckingham Palace for the Investiture. Instead the
Lord Lieutenant of Manchester came to a ceremony on June 6th at Mottram Parish Church which was witnessed
by over an hundred guests representing the various organisations with which I had been involved.

The North American Chapter Retreat
Bishop David’s Sermon

Today is probably the most auspicious date in the liturgical calendar for us to have our admissions and
renewals Eucharist. The feast of the Epiphany could be said to be the moment when science and religion meet
and greet.
The wise travellers from the East, using whatever mixture of astronomical and astrological calculation was
current, have found and followed a star and arrived at Bethlehem. Not only that but they have the wisdom to
know what gifts to bring with them, to offer to the infant Christ. All of that without any grounding in the
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Hebrew Scriptures. Their brief, one might even go as far as to call it diversionary, visit to Jerusalem only
confirms what the star was already leading them towards. There's a lot of things to see up there in the sky.
Even without telescopes, the lack of light pollution 2000 years ago would have given these stargazers plenty to
look at. Their skill, the same skill needed by their descendants today, such as those who are seeking out new
subatomic particles or observing the different constituents of a human gene, is to turn a massive amount of
data into a much smaller amount of knowledge. Wisdom lies in being able to discern the value of the
knowledge produced.
Both the scientist and the theologian work in a similar way. Existing theory is studied and tested. Patterns are
observed in the world around us. Concepts and hypotheses are proposed and tested. Those that best fit reality
survive long enough. So that in turn they become the progenitors of subsequent developments. You could say
both science and theology are evolutionary processes. Which, as with modern evolutionary theories, have their
moments of rapid breakthrough, as well as long periods of much slower change.
Both science and faith provide the means for producing practical benefits for human living. Whether it's
cellphones or support for refugees, both make a difference. And both are equally capable of being distorted in
ways that damage the creation. The emergence of ISIS in the last couple of years has as much to do with their
effectiveness in putting technology, such as social media, to evil use as it does to their warping and misusing
one of the world's great religions. When Donald Trump calls for blocking both Muslims and the Internet, he at
least has cottoned on to the fact that both faith and science are being abused. Not that this would make me at
all easy at the thought that you guys might elect him as your next president.
So let me, by way of evidence and example, suggest three particular areas where science and religion have
overlapping and compatible concerns: one where there's already plenty of good work, one that needs some
attention, and one that we don't seem to be tackling, yet in my view very much need to. Please excuse me for
drawing much of my examples from the UK.
Climate change
I want to cite as a good example, response to climate change. Dean Mark Richardson drew our attention to his
own experience of the Paris Summit this morning, and to the excellent encyclical produced last year by Pope
Francis. Well, last summer the Ethical Investment Advisory Committee of the Church of England, of which I am
a member, published, with the advance endorsement of the main church investing bodies, a policy paper on
how to use our institutional shareholder power to press the energy supply industry towards a greener future.
The paper behind the policy statement contained both theological and scientific argument. Not every scientist
or theologian would necessarily agree with either part, but it worked with the broad consensus of both
scientific and theological enquiry into the topic, and it gained very widespread and favourable report in the
secular media as well as in church circles. It's already making a difference. The main church investors, with
about $15B at their disposal, have withdrawn from companies with more than 10% of their assets in tar sands
and thermal coal, judging these to be the dirtiest forms of energy, and the companies to be those with little
likelihood that they would diversify away. Pressure is now being put on oil producers, to become the kind of
energy suppliers we will need in a much lower carbon consuming world.
Human genetics
To me that's a good example of running the theology and science hand in hand in order to deliver a robust
answer to a pressing issue. The advantage we had of course was that the work was ours. We could produce
and refine it and only let it out into the public domain when we were confident it would stand up to any
challenge Last night Ted Peters spoke to us of his own work on issues of human genetics and especially
stem cell research. It was good to hear of how a group had got together and been able to analyse the issues
and arguments in advance of political decisions having to be made. However, my next example, from the UK
last summer, shows how much harder it is when the requirement is to respond to somebody else's initiative,
with relatively little warning. It came about when a group of British medical researchers issued a press release
calling for permission to be given to produce embryos using DNA from more than two people. When a staff
officer for the Church of England suggested that there might be significant ethical questions and that this
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wasn't a matter to be left entirely to be decided by what was scientifically possible, it was immediately
reported as evil religion attacking kind scientists who were simply trying to help couples have a healthy baby. It
was an example, in Ted's scheme, of the argument from beneficence. One of our Society members, Bishop Lee
Rayfield, found himself having to explain the church's position on the BBC, in particular to speak about
unintended consequences. He made a good fist of it, and that aspect of the story fairly quickly died away. But
damage had been done. The story had spread far wider than the rebuttal ever would. It's not that the churches
in the UK hadn't been thinking about human embryology issues. The problem lay elsewhere. First, the story
was always going to be about how medical science wants to help parents have babies. That's how the group
asking for change in the law were promoting it, and it ran much better in the media as a story about
childlessness than one about academic science or ethical problems.
Second, we really do need to make sure that the first voice heard from the churches in such a debate is a
positive one. As many of you know, Lee had been recovering after a period of serious illness, and I suspect
someone thought it not necessary to put him up as spokesperson.
Finally, every journalist knows that a story is sharper if you can put up a contrary opinion. We fell into the trap
of letting ourselves become that aunt Sally. In future we need to be a lot sharper, to be clear about what a
media story will look like and respond to it with a strong speaker and in ways that avoid a polarisation that puts
us in the wrong corner. But let's note, this wasn't about science being always good and religion always bad. It
was never really a science story, it was a "right to have healthy children" story. We missed the central point.
Fighting the memes
It's been said once or twice over this last two days that the "science versus religion" polarisation is passé.
Maybe it is among most professionals in both fields, but nobody seems to have told widersociety, and that's
where it continues to live and replicate itself as a meme.
Several UK newspapers ran a story last week that originated from Colorado. Most ran with the headline
"Religion has been causing conflict for over 2000 years, say scientists". The headline did, in fairness, largely
replicate that of the university press release, which was about as far as most of the media went in trying to
research the story. The one paper that did bother to ring one of the researchers involved discovered that a
team of anthropologists had studied two ancient societies. One of them had been unstable, the other had
formed a long lasting stable state. In both cases they had argued that religion was at the core. I presume that
US universities, like their British counterparts, all have Public Relations departments dedicated to getting the
institution noticed, so that more students will be attracted. I guess most researchers grimace at the headlines
they write, just as much as many journalists despair over what subeditors do to their stories. And certainly a
headline that read "anthropologists find religion sometimes made ancient societies more stable, and
sometimes less" is not going to get much coverage.
But never mind the inaccuracy of the way in which the findings were reported. What inevitably struck me, just
as I was doing my packing to come here, was that both the original press release and the subsequent reporting
of it went for the "science attacks religion" meme. It's just possible that the University of Colorado has a
marketing policy that has identified it will best thrive by attracting students who themselves have negative
attitudes towards religion. In a competitive market place for American higher education there must be room
for that. What really frustrates me is that the headline so chimed with a conventional view among UK
journalists that only one of them thought it worth a phone call to check the story out. More cynically, perhaps
the others took the same line that one otherwise highly respected British Religious correspondent did a few
years ago with a story. It was getting late in the evening. Her editor wanted her copy immediately. She had
worked out that if she checked it, it would probably fall apart. So she submitted it unchecked. The editor was
happy. And she got to go to bed at a reasonable hour. "Science attacks religion" is the dominant version of the
meme, but it also has an occasional converse side, "religion attacks science", and not just over the stale issues
of creationism versus volition.
The meme about science and religion being at war with each other, constantly launching attacks on the
opposition, is one that this society has a prime aim in combatting. Our Members are men and women who
have good standing in both the scientific and faith communities, through their academic qualifications, their
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practice and their ordination to the ministry of their individual denominations. We support each other in that
task, uniting in a community that is mostly lived in dispersed mode, but where as many of us as can come
together here and in the UK to pray, reflect and have a depth of fellowship that will sustain us for the lonelier
tasks in our churches, universities and cities. Those being admitted today, and those renewing their promises,
are making a serious commitment.
But let me suggest that in one sense the particular meme is not the problem. The problem is that of living in a
society all too vulnerable to memes of all descriptions. Other memes have other victims. "Muslims are not loyal
citizens" runs one. "Refugees are almost all young male economic migrants runs another". "LGBTQ people are
likely to prey on our children" still gets an airing in the UK, I don't know about over here. There's a famous
statement often attributed to the German pastor Martin Neimoller..... “Maybe our true task, is not to focus on
one particular meme, but to be associate prepared to stand up to all who are the victims of memes. It may
even encourage them to stand up for us.”

Meditations from the North American Retreat

The Very Revd Mark Richardson speaks about the Paris Summit on Climate Change
December 5: A Wound in Paris
I arrived in Paris and there was little sign of extra security, but who knows what is behind the cameras?

After getting through security and to the hotel it was early afternoon, with little chance to get to the COP21
pavilion for a session. I walked the streets near the hotel instead and only three blocks away was one of the
major memorials for those who died in the attack of a few weeks ago. Flowers and pictures lined a park wall for
at least two blocks, across the street one of the cafes that had been the site of this attack. It reminded me of
living in NYC when memorials popped up all over NYC after 9/11. NYC continued the affairs of daily life but
people carried inside a sadness they could not sweep away; it took time. The people of Paris do not seem to be
paralyzed: sidewalk cafes still open and bustling, people shopping, but one feels the wound in their presence,
and the memorials bear testimony to this.
Tonight our delegation meets for dinner and we will hear instructions about our deployment over the next
several days. I heard from Bishop Marc [Andrus] and received his warm welcome. He was up at the conference
today right on schedule to gather people for prayer in the heart of the pavilion. I look forward to joining him
and others in the days ahead.
December 6: How Do We Have Conversations About Climate Change?
Sunday was a great day of being with the church in Paris. Our delegation gathered at the American Cathedral in
Paris, first to hear a forum presentation by George Marshall, a social anthropologist who is renowned
internationally for his work on public conversation skills especially for discussing issues of great concern. He
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was there to help us address the question: “How do we have conversations across our deep cultural
polarization on the issues of climate change?” This seemed so important to share with our seminary
community. Soon we will build into our curriculum at Church Divinity School of the Pacific the learning of skills
of conversation.
According to Marshall, we will not communicate with those who hold differing points of view from our own on
issues of climate change until we listen deeply to the values and identity issues that motivate them. When we
listen for these things we begin to build trust, and this personal and relational level is essential to forward
progress. We need to learn from each other those things that will motivate change in us. He had some
wonderful anecdotes to illustrate his point.
The Rev. Fletcher Harper, executive director of Greenfaith, an important player in the climate change
conference, preached at the principal service. I loved being back at the Cathedral after my visit with my wife,
Brenda, this summer and renewing connection with friends there. Bishop Pierre Whalon and Dean Lucinda
Laird were wonderful hosts.
The Cathedral is impressive for the kind of leaders in the congregation. I met an international lawyer in the
congregation who was on his way to meet with the Egyptian representatives at the Climate Change conference
who are his clients. Before he left, he shared some fascinating stories and his hopes regarding the activities at
the conference.

Episcopal Church delegation (photo credit: Lynette Wilson)
This afternoon, the delegation was left to some leisure, and to prepare material on specialized topics we have
been assigned for our participation tomorrow in the “green zone,” the location of non-legislative bodies. It is
where important networking and learning goes on, and bottom-up organizing that has impact we cannot
measure on those who must sign the agreements. In my leisure I enjoyed the company of John and Julia
McCray Goldsmith, and Grace Aherne, who formerly lived in California and is now chaplain at the University of
Virginia. A very good day for this jet lagged dean and president!
December 7: Learning About Renewable Energy
Our day as delegates from the Episcopal Church to the Climate Change conference began with early morning
edits of an official letter from the Church to the representatives in the legislative sessions. It had to go from our
hands back to NYC for approval and then return before delivering this afternoon. It is in response to some goals
already set, and encouragement of certain actions yet to be taken.
We arrived for our first day at the Pavilion, the gathering place of thousands of non-legislative delegates from
many organizations. I attended a meeting on “North American climate collaboration” with an interdisciplinary
group attempting to integrate efforts across a wide range of science, technology, and business.
Then at noon, Bishop Marc Andrus gathered us in a public space under “the prayer umbrella” for singing,
prayer and meditation. We are centering our mediation on one of the four themes each day: reverence,
compassion, forgiveness and reconciliation. Our goal in this short time is to fill the space with this prayerful
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spirit which really comes from many people back home as well as within this huge space. Imagine singing with
all kinds of activity and chaos around you, hundreds of people walking by wondering who you are and what you
are doing. (A parade of people dressed as penguins came marching by with their own tune at one point.) Some
stopped in curiosity to listen to our singing, others to join the circle.

Delegates leave messages on the Tree of Life

In fact, in just five minutes I met with two who stopped: Mohammed El-Hadi Khalifi, president of an investment
bank in Sudan, who came solely to connect investment funds with groups pursuing green technology solutions
in sub-Saharan Africa; and Vincent Powlowski from Arizona, who founded the Association for the Tree of Life,
dedicated to organizing in response to climate change.
Since we at Church Divinity School of the Pacific are new participants in solar energy, in the afternoon I
attended a panel presentation on “Renewable Energy and Intermittency.” The idea of intermittency is that in
the diverse menu of renewable energy sources--hydroelectric, geothermal, solar, ocean currents, wind, and
bio-mass--there will be fluctuations and times of unpredictable fluctuation. Solar is a case in point: it is a very
powerful source, but there are times when it is not easy to predict excess production on the one hand, or
insufficiency in meeting demand on the other hand (in contrast to geo-thermal, for example, which is
constant).
The point is that we are headed toward an era when societies will cooperate in producing a variety of
renewable energy integrated into a single system. This really took me out of a certain kind of isolation in my
attitude about producing solar at CDSP: “we'll produce for ourselves and sell a little to the grid.” What if we
began to think of our production as fitting into a larger system where diverse sources of renewable energy
were feeding into a public grid to meet the public demand?
Mind-opening meetings like this are happening all over the pavilion all day, every day, for two weeks. It is not
only a privilege to hear these presentations; it is also impressive to encounter very bright engineers, social
psychologists, city planners, ecologists and others who have dedicated lifetimes to realizing outcomes that are
essential to our future on this planet.
I discovered in the evening that this is truly not the work of heroic individuals, but of collaborating communities
and leaders. At a concert event in downtown Paris, we paid tribute to heroes from all over the globe who were
saving forests, protecting communal lands and being leaders in global adaptation. In each case, it was
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communities, not individuals, being honored, and communities accepting those honors. It was quite a moving
event, emceed by Alec Baldwin.
December 8: The Inner Dimension of Climate Change
Today I met today with a pastor in the Swedish Church who wrote that church’s document titled “A Bishops’
Letter About the Climate.” Sweden is largely regarded as a world leader in the march toward a carbon neutral
economy. By contributing their share to a global fund to support island peoples and other poorer nations, they
are also leading in the effort to assist the people most vulnerable to climate change. Compared to the United
States, their per capita contribution is staggering.
Traveling to the pavilion, I had a chance meeting with Bill McKibben among the hundreds loading onto buses.
We talked on the way to the conference. I'll hear him speak tomorrow. Once we arrive, we pass through a
checkpoint that is like those at the airport. Bags are x-rayed, belts come off, and all the rest.
At our Episcopal worship today, we marched with musicians around the pavilion singing hymns before going to
our gathering place for reflection and prayer. This offends my natural shyness about such things, but I must
admit it drew some to join us.
Would you ever expect to hear Inuit rap music? Today at lunch I heard it for the first time. It has kind of had an
Arctic Indian twist to it.
After our prayer gathering today, I attended a session on "Adaptation in urban contexts worldwide,” which
included health experts, city planners and others who have attempted over the years to prepare cities for
fatalities from heat or floods in light of the inevitability of climate change. These climate extremes first impact
the most vulnerable people: infants, elderly, the poor. Proactive urban planning, education, and
communication have achieved remarkable results; for example, a record heat wave in Ahmedabad, India in
2010 killed 1300 people. After coordinated, proactive planning, the next heat wave of comparable duration and
temperature killed 20.
In this same session, it was interesting to hear from Governor Brown's top planning official, Ken Alex, who
made a case for why California is so far ahead of most states in the U.S. in planning for climate change and in
initiating mitigation of carbon emission. Since 1970, particulate pollution in California has been reduced by 95%
and by 2030 the goal is 98%. This success, Alex said, is due to the time and expertise that California devotes to
identifying the problem and providing a regulatory response. The state regulatory bodies press the business
community to meet higher standards, and eventually business innovation follows. From there, requirements to
meet environmental standards tighten in increments.
Many remember Los Angeles of the 1970s as the Beijing of today. You couldn't see more than a block on bad
days. I remember competing in a track meet at UCLA then and having to adjust warm ups to avoid sickness
before the competition. So California has changed. Today, whereas many states in the U.S. are very antigovernment and anti-regulation, California is not afraid of regulation, and is a case study in why it matters.
(Okay, that's as political as it's gonna get in this communication!)
The point from this panel was that climate change resilience is “win-win.” Change does not mean sacrifice,
which is the great fear of those who resist. Change toward renewable energy sources and lifestyle change lead
to better quality of life, better health, money savings, and in many cases, job creation.
The next panel, led by Catholic, Buddhist and Hindu leaders, was titled, "The Inner Dimension of Climate
Change.” Their question: "What is the Connection between Social Violence and Violence Against Nature?" The
message shared among the speakers was that change in technique, finance and governance in response to
climate issues will change nothing—mere band-aids—if we do not motivate a spiritual change of heart in all of
us toward others and the natural world. We are in pain and we are inflicting pain, creating deserts of the heart
as we create natural deserts globally, to paraphrase Pope Francis.
The message was consonant across all the traditions represented on the panel. The internal root of this
violence is separation from ourselves, from others, and from the natural world. We are attached to our
subjective ideologies and attached to our desires, and things that threaten this insular individualism lead to
violence. But this alienation is a trap. The message of all the traditions is that we need compassion, reverence
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for the ground of our being, and reconciliation. Our Episcopal worship this week has centered on these three
themes, among others. I was moved by the clarity, depth, and common voice coming from many religious
traditions of the world. It reminded me of the richness of our context in the Graduate Theological Union.
I ended the day by traveling back downtown to the American Cathedral for interfaith prayer, singing and
testimony which took the message of the session I’d just attended and placed it in the context of prayerful
practice. We ended in music led by a group of pilgrims who had walked the 1500 kilometers from Rome to
Paris for this conference. Their goal was to leave the message of love and hope with each step, and they
discovered along the way that it was they who were given love and hope by those who received them. You
could feel in their words, in their music, that this had been their experience. This was a wonderful prayer of
gratitude to end the evening.
December 9: Prayer, Debate, and a State Department Briefing
I am impressed with the chance meetings and unpredictable conversations at events like this climate change
conference involving thousands of people. As I traveled by train to the day's events, I conversed with Arif
Rahman in the Pakistan government's delegation on environment and development. He shared a momentary
doubt about the value of the conference: "I think of the investment Pakistan made to send its delegation. We
could have built a school. We must be serious about what we are doing."
We talked about family, and he lit up telling me about his children and how his parents who live in the same
village in northern Pakistan were doing in old age. Basic human and personal things linked us. We both were
reminded of the loves and longings that bind us, reminded of the simple but deep needs that make life on this
globe so precious. We were ready to go to work.
Right on time, our noonday prayer group gathered, marched and sang accompanied by accordion, clarinet,
string instrument, and drum. Yes, you read it correctly. Quite a combination! As we marched through the
pavilion, more began to join us: participants from the Micronesian islands threatened by inundation as the
globe warms and waters rise, a Kenyan reporter, young people from the U.S. who are religiously unaffiliated,
and more. Bringing prayer to a space of debate and technical discussions was uniquely moving. Later, the
Kenyan reporter interviewed me, and in tears stated that he needed this time to pray with others in the midst
of serious and frightening challenges.
Each day, the noonday prayer ends in a lunch gathering, and I have enjoyed this time with friends and fellow
delegates before launching into our several paths for the rest of the day. In my case, the afternoon began in a
meeting on “free trade and climate change” that examined some of the ways in which international trade
agreements are apparently at cross-purposes with new directions needed to face climate challenges. It was
essentially an urgent plea for a re-balancing of interests and power and for regulatory measures that protect
against the excesses of a fossil-fuel based economy.
There is debate over differences in this pavilion. Should nuclear power be in the energy future or not? Is carbon
trading the best method toward a policy of a carbon neutral future, and, if so, what should the caps be? Is a
multinational agreement worth anything without enforcement? What are the developed world's obligations in
the face of loss and damages experienced in the developing world?
Late in the afternoon, Jessie Young, a State Department representative, visited our delegation to brief us on
the status of the climate change negotiations and timetable for reaching an agreement. Our conversation with
her lent perspective on issues including the complexity of bi-lateral discussions with India, whose interests run
counter at times to near-term carbon reduction; transparency among nations and the monitoring of their
commitments; how to determine developed-world contribution to adaptation in the face of current climate
disasters; setting goals for the future; and the unpredictable path toward meeting them assuming the will,
intelligence and commitment is in place to do so.

When Scientists Reflect on their Walk with Jesus
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When members of the Society of Ordained Scientists gathered at CDSP earlier this month, it was to share how
they traverse the worlds of faith and science, how those journeys shape their ministries, and how their
ministries can influence their communities.
“Everyone in the Society, in some way, has had two careers, has held authority in science and the church,” said
the Rev. Lucas Mix, PhD, who is warden for the Society’s North American Province. Mix, an adjunct faculty
member at CDSP, received his MDiv from the seminary in 2007 and his PhD in organismic and evolutionary
biology from Harvard in 2004. This year he is a research fellow at the Center of Theological Inquiry in Princeton,
New Jersey, where he is investigating astrobiology and society.
“All of us have this language that we have learned from being church geeks and science geeks,” Mix said, “and
there is something wonderful about being with people who speak your language. Being able to talk to each
other allows us to put things in new ways.”
In addition to Mix, attendees included CDSP President and Dean Mark Richardson and the Rev. Dr. Marilyn M.
Cornwell (MDiv ‘06), rector of Church of the Ascension, Seattle. Both were presenters, as was the Rev. Dr. Ted
Peters, research professor emeritus in systematic theology and ethics at Pacific Lutheran Theological Seminary
and the Center for Theology and the Natural Sciences at Graduate Theological Union. Both Cornwell and Peters
(from whom Mix took a seminary course in religion and science) were accepted as new members during the
retreat. Also attending was the Rev. Deacon Josephine “Phina” Borgeson (MDiv ‘74), the Rev. Robyn Arnold
(MDiv ‘08), the Rev. Barbara Smith-Moran (DMin ‘09), and the Rev. Dr. Robert Russell, director of the Center
for Theology and the Natural Sciences and professor of theology and Science at Graduate Theological Union.
Founded in 1987, the Society of Ordained Scientists has more than 100 members and holds a yearly retreat in
the United Kingdom, where it was founded. Additionally, it meets every two years in the United States. This
year’s meeting was the first to be held at CDSP. Most Society members serve in parishes, and according to its
website, “]ntegrating science and theology, reason and faith is not just a work for scholars; it is something all of
us have to do every day, as God calls us each in our own time and place.”
Mix understands that call. “My work is largely labeled science and religion,” he says. “There’s also this question
of synthesis; how do I bring my faith and my knowledge together? It’s all about faith and understanding. I think
it’s a question of speaking about Jesus and speaking about science in the vernacular.”
Presenter Marilyn Cornwell, a lifelong Episcopalian, said “The deep lessons of my scientific training prepared
me well for the pilgrimage of faith as an ordained scientist.”
Cornwell was a scientist with a PhD in biochemistry when she joined the faculty of a cancer research center and
conducted research on how tumor cells become resistant to chemotherapy. She also had been asked by her
church to be a link between spiritual care and health care for cancer patients she met through the church.
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“I began to be a resource for Episcopalian and Anglican patients from all over the place coming to Seattle for
bone marrow transplants,” Cornwell said. “At the beginning I found it quite odd—I mean, although a person of
faith, I was just a simple lab geek, a true science nerd; but I just kept getting these invitations to be a bridge for
patients and families as they left their everyday lives and entered the bewildering world of high-tech health
care.”
Through those accumulating experiences, she felt her call. Cornwell went to seminary, completed her MDiv at
CDSP in 2006 and was ordained in 2007. Now, as rector of Church of the Ascension in Seattle, she witnesses
first-hand the value of the Society of Ordained Scientists.
“It provides support for its members who are in the forefront of providing resources and connections, and
unfolding the link to science for people in the pews in the church, and people outside the church,” Cornwell
said. “At least the people in my parish, who are highly conversant and educated in the sciences, want to know
how do we make sense of the stories of our faith, with galaxies being burst out like milkweed seeds (as seen on
Hubble Space Telescope images)? How do we make sense of God and the fact that there is other life on other
planets? How do we make sense of the Holy Spirit and a techno-cultural milieu dominated by data-driven
science?
“People from the outside looking in need to know that the church isn’t stuck in the 1400s in its ideas about the
world. And people on the inside need to know how to live in relationship with what we call God in the context
of their lives.”
Deacon Phina Borgeson, who holds both an MDiv and a DD from CDSP, has attended all kinds of forums and
conferences on science and faith. But the Society of Ordained Scientists offers something she hasn’t found
elsewhere.
“I really joined simply because I had been timed out of the (Episcopal) Church’s Committee on Science,
Technology and Faith,” she said. “One of the things I really like about it is, it is not task-oriented like the
committee was. I like that you see people that you might be going to a conference with, and you pray for one
another daily. It’s a different way of dealing with people.”
She appreciates the camaraderie.
“There is a kind of loneliness, when you think about the number of people in science who are people of faith,”
she said. “This is a place where you can be out about your faith.”
Borgeson, a Radcliffe graduate with a major in biology, teaches at the School for Deacons on the CDSP campus.
She lives in Santa Rosa and recently retired from paid church work redeveloping small congregations. She has a
long history of ministry development and involvement in food system ethics. She was director of the Faith
Network Project for the National Center for Science Education in Oakland, founder and lead organizer of the
Sonoma Valley Gleaning Project, and for years served as Episcopal News Service’s correspondent for science
and the environment. She currently serves on the advisory board of the Interfaith Sustainable Food
Collaborative in Sebastopol, California.. Borgeson said she hopes the Society of Ordained Scientists will become
more influential in promoting the integration of science and theology.
“I think in seminaries today, there are opportunities,” she said, “but sometimes what happens is the academic
work is done by a small cadre of the faculty and it still hasn’t touched the mainstream of the seminary or the
church. How does it impact our preaching? How does it impact our hymnology?”
It can be difficult, she said, for scientists who enter seminary to focus on the convergence of science and faith
because “if they moved from science to a career in a church, there’s where their energy is going to go, to
finding a church, finding a job.”
CDSP makes the convergence much easier.
“With Mark (Richardson) being so squarely in the place of understanding that need and the movement, CDSP is
in a better place to give any seminarian, whether they have an interest in science and faith, some exposure in
the field.”
During her years as a scientist and as a person of faith, Borgeson has seen a positive shift in the conversation.
“There are some issues today, particularly environmental issues,” she said, “which are a lead-in to look at the
dialog of the convergence of science and faith. The early years of church-based environmental activism tended
to be romantic and elitist. It was a movement primarily among the privileged with an emphasis on preserving
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wilderness. Now food security and food sovereignty have made a sound connection between the plight of the
world’s poor struggle for survival and the environmental movement.”
Why be concerned by the connection between faith and science? In her recent presentation to the Society,
Cornwell summed it up this way.
A recently retired professor of New Testament who is a member of the parish asked me on Sunday, “How
much science does the person in the pew need to know to live meaningful life? How much theology?” I don’t
have the answer to his questions.
I do believe that the answers to the questions at the intersection of science and faith matter. Why? Because
people care.
You and I both know that most of the people in my parish could care less about the fact that the paired spins of
electrons in orbit around the nucleus of an atom are energetically entangled, but they do care about how the
very energy in and of the space between us connects us to one another and to what we call God.
Some of the people I encounter in parish life do care about the ethics of human cloning and they care more
about hope of gene editing to cure diseases like muscular dystrophy and HIV.
Many care deeply about the connection between the science of climate change because they care about deep
ecology of humankind and creation with the Divine. The answers to their questions about science and faith do
matter to those who seek a deeper relationship with the Holy One.

Science Meets the Virgin Birth: Solving the Mystery of the Miracle?
Barbara Smith-Moran, S.O.Sc.
[This talk was presented at St. Philip’s Anglican Church, Vancouver, BC, 9January 2016.]

Summary: Examining a sacred story through the lens of modern science can be illuminating for some people
and disappointing for others. To understand a two-thousand-year-old miracle story, it helps to appreciate the
science of that day.
For over a hundred years now, one of the influences of religion upon science has been to entice scientists to
search for natural explanations for miracles in order to validate them in a modern sense. A few examples::
1) Noah and the Great Flood. At least since the 3rd century CE, explorers and scientists have hunted for
remains of the ark on Mt. Ararat, the storied landfall after the Great Flood. Geologists and archaeologists in
modern times have made discovery claims both of the ark and of evidence of a worldwide flood, only to have
these claims shot down as errors or hoaxes. Contemporary biblical scholars—that is, those not motivated by
literalistic interpretation—consider the flood and ark story to be a myth about human fallibility, God’s
judgment and subsequent mercy, followed by the first biblical covenant, made between God and all creation, a
promise of no worldwide destruction henceforth. Such a covenant is unverifiable by archaeology or any other
science, but full of meaning and truth, nonetheless.
2) The Parting of the Red Sea. Meteorological data show that strong winds, from time to time, blow back
stretches of shallow water on the Red Sea, and these are taken to be the deciding factor in the successful
escape of Moses and the Hebrew slaves from Egypt. Some scholars suggest that it wasn’t the Red Sea at all, but
the Reed Sea, which was a lake near the Red Sea. Either one of these explanations leaves me a little flat if that’s
all the truth there is to be found in this story. But of course, there is more truth to be found in it, much more.
3) Manna from Heaven. A sugary secretion from scale insects feeding on tamarisk bushes in the Sinai Peninsula
is widely accepted as the natural phenomenon that inspired the stories of miraculous food from heaven. I don’t
know about you, but for me this explanation introduces a Yuck Factor. I myself want more truth from that story
than insect secretions. And of course, there is more truth, much more.
4) The Star of Bethlehem. In my own field, astronomers never seem to tire of trying to pin down the identity of
that Great Star of Bethlehem that suddenly appeared and led the Magi to the Christ Child. Was it a nova, a
supernova, a comet, a conjunction of planets? Just another example of scientists trying to help out, looking to
verify what they can in a sacred story, but missing the mystery and meaning of the myth.
In an interview for the New York Times a few years back, Dr. Ephraim Isaac, director of the Institute of Semitic
Studies in Princeton, N.J., said that many people find it irresistible to attempt to establish the historical reality
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of Bible stories. He urged caution when trying to find correlations, for instance, between biblical stories and
archaeological data. ''There is no doubt,” he said, “that a good deal of information found in the Bible has a
grain of truth in it.” I would argue that there is far more than a grain of truth in the stories of Scripture, though
it may not be the kind of truth that the sciences can verify. As Pilate famously asked during his inquisition of
Jesus, “What is truth?” Is it the opposite of myth? People used to think of myths as somebody else’s silly
religion, stories of the heroes and gods of ancient, benighted peoples. Think of the Celtic and Norse myths,
which we might read to our children as something like fairy tales. They’re imaginative, but not true, because
only our own religion has the truth. Myth, in its modern sense, is not synonymous with untruth or fairy tale or
legend. In its modern sense, myth is considered to be a sacred story, full of symbol and meaning and memory,
a story that tells deep truths about our origin, our significance, our destiny, our God. Science has had a lot to do
with this change in the understanding of myth.
As an aside, in the 19th century, pioneering scriptural interpretation was being done by German scholars.
Among other things, they were revealing the mythological character of the stories in the Torah. When the great
Jewish psychologist Sigmund Freud heard about this work, he became deeply disillusioned. Doing a little
psychology myself, I believe that Freud was embarrassed about having once believed the stories of the
patriarchs and Moses to be historically true. (But didn’ duped by the myths of scripture. As a result, he
developed his theory of religion as neurosis—a neurosis from which he himself had once suffered, but was
finally and thoroughly cured.
As anyone outgrows the faith of childhood and develops a healthy skepticism, it is to be hoped that one grows
beyond disillusionment and into an adult faith. Freud, however, could not grow beyond the need for Scripture
to be true in a literal and verifiable sense. He became a confirmed atheist—healed of his neurosis and turned
away from God. Freud’s colleague, Carl Jung, went on to do pioneering work into the meaning and importance
of myth, and his own Christian faith was strengthened by it, not weakened. In addition to the concept of myth,
another concept that the science of linguistics has forced us to reexamine and revise is the concept of miracle.
An earlier understanding of miracle is that it is an occurrence that defies the laws of nature—an anomaly—
exactly what scientists are trained to pay attention to and attempt to explain. Rather than throw out all the
storied miracles, as some people do, à la Sigmund Freud—and, I might add, à la Thomas Jefferson, who
scissored out of his Bible all the miraculous bits—the angels, the healings, the feeding of the multitudes, all as
untruths—very much an Enlightenment approach—so, rather than throw out all the miracles, another
approach to the whole concept of “miracle” has been to review and revise it, paying attention to the use and
interpretation of metaphor and symbol. Nowadays we might say that a miracle is any event imbued with
special meaning to us, especially an unlikely event or one with improbable timing that catches our attention.
Many coincidences are miraculous to those with eyes to see, usually in hindsight. Many of us here can probably
point to a coincidence that signals to us, though maybe not to everyone, that “God was at work here.”
The case I want to argue is that using modern science to understand or interpret ancient myths and miracle
stories might not deliver any satisfying insight to their historicity, and probably not to their meaning, either. To
quote one of Jesus’s parables in Luke, “No one tears a piece from a new garment and sews it on an old
garment. . . .And no one puts new wine into old wineskins.” Putting new science into an ancient story can just
ruin the story—and rob it of its deeper truth.
Ancient science is the best tool for throwing light on ancient stories. It’s best to find out what the ancients
understood about their world and the way it works. Tonight we are interested in these two stories, one from
the Gospel of Luke and one from the Gospel of Matthew, both excised from the Jefferson Bible:
The angel Gabriel was sent by God to a town in Galilee called Nazareth, to a virgin engaged to a man whose
name was Joseph, of the house of David. The virgin's name was Mary. And he came to her and said, "Greetings,
favored one! The Lord is with you." But she was much perplexed by his words and pondered what sort of
greeting this might be. The angel said to her, "Do not be afraid, Mary, for you have found favor with God. And
now, you will conceive in your womb and bear a son, and you will name him Jesus. . . .” Mary said to the angel,
"How can this be, since I am a virgin?" The angel said to her, "The Holy Spirit will come upon you, and the power
of the Most High will cast its shadow on you. This is why the child to be born will be holy and will be called Son
of God. [Luke 1:26-34]
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Now the birth of Jesus the Messiah took place in this way. When his mother Mary had been engaged to Joseph,
but before they lived together, she was found to be with child from the Holy Spirit. Her husband Joseph, being a
righteous man and unwilling to expose her to public disgrace, planned to dismiss her quietly. But just when he
had resolved to do this, an angel of the Lord appeared to him in a dream and said, "Joseph, son of David, do not
be afraid to take Mary as your wife, since the holy spirit is responsible for her pregnancy. She will bear a son,
and you are to name him Jesus. . . ." [Matthew 1:18-21]
These two beloved stories have been combined, taught to our children, and acted out in thousands of
Christmas pageants just 2-3 weeks ago, just as they have been for centuries. Trying to explain the Virgin Birth,
also called the Virginal Conception using modern science takes us wandering off into the realm of
parthenogenesis. This is a form of asexual conception, which is not uncommon among insects— aphids are an
example, other arthropods—some scorpions do it, and some species of fish, amphibians, reptiles, and
occasionally birds—domesticated turkeys, for example—but not mammals. It was first discovered by Charles
Bonnet in 1740. Parthenogenic offspring may be either male or female. Now It’s just plain silliness to try to
invoke parthenogenesis to explain the sacred stories of Jesus’s birth in Luke and Matthew. Again, it’s putting
new wine into old wineskins, and it just ruins the wineskins, ruins the stories rather than respecting them. So
rather than do that, let’s take a look at the ancient science known to the writers of these two stories of the
genesis of Jesus.
A burning question about nature that has stumped human beings for millennia —until only recently, as a
matter of fact— is the question about generation or procreation: How are babies made, anyhow? And why
doesn’t a human mother give birth to a kitten or a piglet?—which does happen according to some reports you
can find on YouTube, if you’re gullible enough to fall for those. What role does the mother play in generation?
What role does the father play?
Everyone has heard of Hippocrates, the highly respected Greek physician of the 5th century BCE (b. c 460) and
author of the Hippocratic Oath upholding medical ethics. About 60 medical treatises associated with him were
collected into The Hippocratic Corpus. (Nutton, pp. 21-22) Like the epistles attributed to St. Paul, some of the
medical treatises attributed to Hippocrates were not actually written by him, but by his followers, and the
treatises were improved, corrected, and otherwise redacted over about a century. Anyhow, one of these
treatises, titled “On Generation,” gives Hippocrates’ “t from the female. (translation in Lonie) Leviticus, which
was written sometime between the 7th and the 5th c BCE, has a passage that shows acceptance of the twoseed theory. Lev. 12:2 reads, “If a woman emits her seed first and bears a male child, then she shall be unclean
seven days.” Most translations bury that two-seed theory by translating the passage, “If a woman conceives,
and bears a male child. . .” So in the Hippocratic two-seed theory, mother and father contribute equally. To our
modern ears, this sounds pretty close to the mark, but it would be 21 more centuries before any supporting
evidence was discovered. In the meantime, enter Aristotle in the century after Hippocrates. He was a true
naturalist. His investigations of nature in the 4th c. BCE, using naked-eye dissection of plants, fish and other
animals, represented an enormous advance over Hippocrates. (Nutton, p. 33) To investigate the questions
surrounding the phenomena of procreation—again, the role of the mother, the role of the father, and why
animals breed true (dogs have puppies, chickens have chicks, etc)— Aristotle studied the development of chick
embryos by opening fertilized eggs at various stages of incubation. He proposed that the substance—the stuff,
the material—of a baby is contributed by the hen, while the seminal fluid from the rooster provides 1) the
stimulus for growth and 2) the “formative virtue” that assured that the baby takes on the form of its parents.
(Wear, p. 284) Remember that there isn’t the slightest inkling of the existence of cells. The substance
contributed by the mother was continuously smooth, not cellulated. So the hen provides substance, and the
rooster provides both the stimulus for growth and the form that the baby will take. By bold inference, Aristotle
generalized from chickens to all animals. So what does Aristotelian science teach? The mother contains within
her body the substance for the second generation of male and female babies. The female babies, even before
they are born, contain the substance for the third generation of babies. And so on, and so on, and so on, like a
set of nesting dolls. The role of the father, again, is to stimulate or empower the substance to grow into a baby
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of the right form or appearance. This is an early variation of the ancient science called “encasement theory.”
Physicians were taught Aristotelian encasement science from the 4th c BCE on, for many centuries in the
Mediterranean world, including the century when Octavian or Augustus Caesar and Jesus of Nazareth walked
the earth, and when the birth narratives of both men were written. Octavian was born first, in the year 63 BCE.
Jesus was born around 3 BCE, and the stories of his miraculous conception in the Gospels of Matthew and Luke
were written between 70 and 90 CE. And the story of Augustus’s miraculous conception was written by the
Roman historian, Suetonius Tranquillus around the year 121 CE So the birth of Octavian and the writing down
of the story of his miraculous conception bookend the life of Jesus and the writing down of the stories of his
miraculous conception. I doubt whether either Suetonius or Matthew and Luke created these stories from
whole cloth. They collected the stories being circulated and edited them for their own purposes and audiences.
Some scholars think that Matthew and/or Luke had heard the story of the miraculous conception of Octavian in
the temple of Apollo, circulating around before it was finally written down. If so, it may have influenced the
birth stories of Jesus. Suetonius tells this story of Octavian’s conception in this way. His mother Atia attended a
midnight worship service in a temple of Apollo and fell asleep during the service. She dreamt about a snake
crawling toward her. She woke up and finished taking part in the worship and then noticed a lesion or mole or
something on her skin that was colored the same as the snake in her dream. This dream and the mole were
confirmation to Atia that Apollo had begotten the baby to whom she gave birth some months later.
According to the accepted science of the day, Aristotelian science, begetting meant that the god Apollo
empowered the encased teeny tiny Augustus in Atia’s womb to break open its encasement and begin to grow.
This is how the story was understood. This is how the power of a god can beget a baby, causing it to break out
of encasement and grow larger and larger as the mother adds more substance to it, till the time of birth.
Listen again to Gabriel’s words to Mary in Luke’s story: You will conceive in your womb and bear a son, and you
will name him Jesus. [. . .] The Holy Spirit will come upon you, and the power of the Most High will cast its
shadow on you; therefore the child to be born will be holy; he will be called Son of God.
It’s the power of the Most High that enables Jesus, already encased in Mary’s womb—in fact, encased in all the
women in his ancestry, to break out of its encasement and begin to grow. So think about it: when the first
woman, Eve, was created, she held within her body the substance of all future generations. The fathers
empowered the substance to break out of their cases and begin to grow, the growth given to it by the mother
until the time of birth (or hatching) has the appropriate form or appearance.
The two genealogies of Jesus given in the first chapter of Matthew and the third chapter of Luke, are
exclusively through the male line, back to Abraham, in Matthew’s version, and back to Adam, “the son of God,”
in Luke’s version You might call both of them “power genealogies,” since only fathers are named. Encasement
theory gave support for a mechanical understanding of creation. God did it all at the beginning, in the moment
of creation. Eve held within her the encased babies of countless generations, smaller and smaller in size, to
infinite miniaturization, enough to last right to the end of the world, planned by God in advance.
The microscope was invented in 1590, but it wasn’t until the 19th century, with the discovery of cell structure,
the human ovum, and the developmental origins of sperm in the testicles, that all the variations of encasement
theory were decisively disproven by observational evidence. The development of sperm cells in the testicles
was discovered in the 1880s, when my grandfather was in medical school, with details were still being worked
out at the turn of the 21st century.
Here is a timeline of the theories and discoveries I have just described, with the lives of Augustus and Jesus
added and the writing of the stories of their miraculous conceptions. Twenty-three centuries was a long run for
Aristotelian generative science. And when it ended in the 1830s with the discovery of cells as the basis of plant
and animal structure, it was a major revolution in the scientific world.
So in conclusion, just as they do today, theologians and scientists back then in the age of Aristotelian science
wanted to understand divine action—how God works in the real world. Considered in the light of Aristotelian
encasement theory, stories of virginal conception, including those in Matthew and Luke, take on meaning far
different and more powerful than any silly attempt to force parthenogenesis upon them. If the encased Baby
Jesus was also present in Eve and all Eve’s female descendants right down to Mary, and if God provided the
power for release and growth of the Baby Jesus, then we have a very, very interesting sacred story.
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“Pilgrimages of Perspective: Stranger in a Strange Land”
Marilyn Cornwell
Introduction
It is truly an honor to be part of this gathering of The Society of Ordained scientists. It has been a privilege to
begin to pray for each member of the Society on a daily basis, and begin to connect with this community.
It is also rather intimidating, as I have been far removed from participation in any structured science-theology
dialog for many, many years – it seems like a lifetime. Soren Kiekegaard wrote something like, “Life is lived
forward but understood backward.” So, Lucas’ invitation to speak from the perspective of my pilgrimage as an
ordained scientist has been a delightful opportunity to revisit the lessons learned from integration of my
training in science and theology.
I began the formal transition from “bench to bedside” – or “bench to Altar” – over 15 years ago. Yet, nothing
you have given heart, soul, mind and strength to over the span of lifetime is lost. The deep lessons of my
scientific training prepared me well for the pilgrimage of faith as an ordained scientist.
My hope is that this reflection will spark some memories or prompt some epiphany or lead you to some
questions about what those deep lessons are from your own perspective. To that end, my remarks fall into
distinct sections. After each, you will be invited to meditate briefly on a set of questions. Then, in the small
group discussions which follow, I hope you will share something about the insights of your own pilgrimage.
Framework - The Magi: Strangers in a Strange Land
As a framework for my remarks, let me begin with part of the reading from the gospel of Matthew we will hear
later this week on the feast of the Epiphany:
In the time of King Herod, after Jesus was born in Bethlehem of Judea, wise men from the East came to
Jerusalem, asking, "Where is the child who has been born king of the Jews? For we observed his star at its rising,
and have come to pay him homage."
I use the pilgrimage of the Magi as the framework because in following the star and seeking the Holy One,
those scholars – or, some infer, astronomers – were strangers in a strange land.
In my training as a scientist, in my theological development and ordination, and in the on-going integration of
science and faith as a parish priest, I too have experienced seeking to pay homage to the Holy One as a kind of
stranger in a strange land.
The Pilgrimage: Part 1
The first part of my journey was growing up as a person of faith in the strange land of science. The sense of
strangeness really began quite early, long before I made the transition from bench scientist into ordained
scientist.
Do you remember your first “aha!” moment in the field that became your passion, or your first science
experiment? I do. I was 8 years-old. My first experiment was to set the stuffing in my mother’s ironing board
on fire. My first formulated hypothesis was based on my father’s assertion that it couldn’t be done. I
successfully disproved that one! Although both my parents were trained in physics and medicine, much to my
dismay, my success and the truth did not, in this case, set me free.
I grew to be a young scientist who as a grad student went to daily Morning Prayer and mid-week Eucharist in
the chapel on the hospital grounds in Houston’s medical center, and then to the lab afterward. I became the
young post-doc and then young faculty member who went to church every Sunday, and then to the lab
afterward. My small prayer group of about seven people actively conversed about faith as it applied to daily
life, to morality and ethics, and social justice, providing spiritual grounding and sustenance while I was doing
experiments, writing grants, teaching, and submitting write-ups of our work.
Were there opportunities for conversations about the intersection of science and faith? Yes, but. One of the
professors in my department was Henry Strobel, a biochemist and Episcopal priest. Henry was the presider for
our Eucharists. But, it seemed like the two spheres of endeavor, science and faith - two ways of knowing, if you
will - existed side by side without overlap.
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As I moved from academic institutions in Houston to the East Coast and then the Midwest, conversations about
science and religion did happen as I got to know my colleagues; but they were not considered “polite” in the
laboratories, meeting rooms and hallways of science. Then my family and I migrated west, and I continued my
basic cancer research, professing and practicing faith among the “none”-zone of Seattle’s nerdy, skeptical-ofanything-remotely-smacking-of-religious, basic research crowd.
Along the way I experienced what felt to me like a seismic shift. That shift coincided with the shift in focus of
my scientific research from basic- to applied-. As a post-doc I began investigation of the life and death of cancer
cells, and of specific molecular mechanisms that prevented cancer cells from dying in response to treatment
with anticancer drugs. That research progressed from experiments on the response of single cells treated with
lethal doses of drugs to the response of cells embedded in more self-organized arrays – or what you and I
might call “in community.” It is probably no surprise that, controlling for all the obvious variables, the
interactions of cells ‘in community’ makes them more resilient in the face of lethal doses of drugs.
What was the significance of the shift in my research to my theological pilgrimage? I began to question
whether what I was observing in the interactions of cells in organized arrays was a “fractal” unfolding of what
God seemed to be up to among humankind in community. The two spheres of endeavor -science and faith appeared to be intersecting, somehow. The process in both situations seemed to result in resilience.
At the time, my suspicions and questions about resilience related to isolation versus community were simply a
kind of opening to greater awareness that there might be some nugget of something significant that begged for
further investigation. However, it wasn’t something I could talk about publicly; not until I had more “data.”
How would a hypothesis be formulated? What kind of laboratory system would be useful for such study?
I was fortunate at that time to be a member of an institution that set standards for scientific rigor and
excellence that was modeled around the globe. That rigor and excellence has components that we sometimes
forgot to communicate to others. When we present our results and achievements to non-scientists, I think we
give the impression that the process of discovery is linear, something that can be set out in strategic objectives
and action plans, leading to an orderly expansion of a body of knowledge, one discovery building on another. I
think this is what we would sometimes like to believe because it would suggest that we have much more
control over the process than we really do.
However, the history of science is punctuated by breakthroughs that seem to depend on a kind of synchronicity
that we only wish we knew how to create and control. The process leading to scientific breakthroughs is
littered with the shreds of failed experiments and discarded conclusions. In fact, the process of scientific
discovery depends most on creating an environment where there is a focus on fearless inquiry, on unflinching
acceptance of what the data says rather than what you want it to say, and on understanding that failure is
simply the way to figure out what the next experiment should be.
And so, trusting in my training in the deep processes of discovery, the left brain lab-geek that I was began to
follow what seemed to be “the leading of the Holy Spirit” to follow a star.
The Pilgrimage: Part 2
The second phase of my pilgrimage was as a scientist in the strange land of theology.
There I was, studying dying and death of cancer cells, asking questions about the differential resilience of cells
grown “in community”, when the opportunity to investigate the resilience of humans to similar stressors
presented itself.
There is nothing so instructive as repeated encounters with death to clarify questions about God’s gift of
resiliency. Through repeated encounters in the strange land of dying and death I experienced a kind of “snick”
like 2 magnets coming together, that signaled for me that I was on the right track on the pilgrimage in this
strange land.
In this phase of the quest, I began to be a resource for Episcopalian and Anglican patients, from all over the
place, coming to Seattle for bone marrow transplants. At the beginning I found it quite odd—I mean, although
a person of faith, I was just a simple lab geek, a true science nerd; but I just kept getting these invitations to be
a bridge for patients and families as they left their everyday lives and entered the bewildering world of hightech health care. And, in the spirit of inquiry in which I had been trained, I just kept saying yes.
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Being with dying has the capacity to strip away preconceptions, allowing tantalizing glimpses of… something;
something like a “becoming,” or a “beyond.” Name it what you will, that something called both to the scientist
in me as well as the budding theologian.
When one patient, Charles, was actively dying, in the very last moments of his time on this earth a group of us
gathered round his hospital bed for Holy Communion- his mother, his wife, his nurse, a parish priest, and me.
Charles was barely breathing, and completely unresponsive. We made our prayers, said our goodbyes, and the
priest began to distribute saying, “The body of our Lord Jesus Christ, which was given for thee, preserve thy
body and soul into everlasting life…” Each of us held out our cupped hands, eager to receive. Just as the priest
was about to place a wafer in the hands of the last person in the circle, Charles, with his eyes still closed, lifted
his cupped hands and said, “I want the body of Christ.”
I want the body of Christ. There it was, at the edge between this world and what is next. From the edge - that
resilience and “becoming.” That became the new and strange land of my investigations.
Through this crucible experience in a strange land of healing into life and death, the veil between this plane of
existence and what lies beyond seemed to thin to almost nothing. There were glimpses of a kind of becoming
that was beyond the realm of the intellect to measure. As mathematician and physicist Blaise Pascal so
eloquently expressed it, “FIRE … God of Abraham, the God of Isaac, the God of Jacob, and not of the
philosophers and savants. Certitude. Certitude. Feeling. Joy. Peace."
Most of the people I had the privilege to accompany through their dying were people of faith. Most of them
actively embraced the creative tension of “not knowing” about the process and a kind of fearless inquiry about
it. Those whose remained open and inquiring through it all, who were most resilient in the face of face of
death, were those supported by loved ones and friends gathered physically and virtually around them.
The essential core of what I believe to be true about the scientific endeavor – a fundamental stance of not
knowing, a trust that from fearless and rigorous inquiry data worth the quest will emerge, of letting the data
inform the next question (rather that what you want to have the data say), and being ready to
evaluate/incorporate new insights as events unfold – that essential core was part of our common theological
endeavor as the people I was with birthed their deaths. The sample size of this experimental cohort was
sufficiently large that the results were indisputable and transformational.
And then I went to seminary.
I can’t wait to hear what that was like for you! Talk about being a stranger in a strange land. I was fortunate the
do most of my theological education among the Jesuits, which was greatly satisfying because of its intellectual
rigor. Yet, I found that seminary was less about “education” than about deeper spiritual formation. It was as if
the layers of who I thought I was, and what I believed about the Holy One were unfolding like the petals of
lotus flower to reveal the core.
What about the study of the intersection of science and faith as preparation for ordained ministry in a parish?
Not really part of the academic agenda at either school I attended – that field was primarily reserved for those
with interest in more academic pursuits. My nascent conviction based on experience that the ways of knowing
truth in Science and Christianity intersected seemed to be verified through the scholarship of others, although
it was clearly not readily accepted by the vast majority of the scientific community. Until I met Lucas [the Rev.
Dr. Lucas Mix] at CDSP I did not even have a conversation partner about all this.
So, I look forward to reengaging with the science-faith dialogue. I hope that bringing the core values of the
scientific endeavor – as I see them – to increase my theological understanding will help me be a better priest
and pastor.
Fortunately, as the Buddha noted about humankind’s theological undertakings, “The raft is not the shore.” And
the shore, or to go back to the original metaphor, the star, still beckons.
The Pilgrimage: Part 3
What is unfolding now in this third phase of my pilgrimage? It is an emerging clarity of purpose about
integrating the truths of Scripture, faith, reason and experience.
The laboratory and crucible for this work is my life as a parish priest. My parish, Church of the Ascension, is
about 120 households in an around an urban neighborhood just a bit northwest of downtown Seattle. The
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parish membership is primarily white, highly educated, economically middle- and upper-income, and socially
progressive.
The church counts among its parishioners many with very sophisticate understandings of the sciences; among
them, surgeons trained in physics and robotics, men and women crisscrossing the globe to negotiate issues of
internet neutrality, psychologists, electrical and mechanical engineers, lab geeks focused on applied
nanotechnology, environmental scientists, computer programmers and computer science professors. These are
folks who faithfully gather each week for Eucharist, and who question how Scripture, tradition, reason, and
their knowledge and experience, can be integrated into a life of faith.
There are also many in the parish who, while less highly educated, are also very faithful. Some have expressed
that they sense that the implied promise of “Science” to solve all problems and make everything better is an
empty one. These, too, after reading the signs of the times, wonder about the integration of their experience
of technology, the conditions of the world, and the claims of faith.
Here are some of the questions that have come up in the crucible of parish life:
+ What does it really mean to be connected as the body of Christ? Is this simply mystical? In what sense is it
real?
+ How do we understand the particularity of the Jesus stories in the context of the real possibility of life on
other planets and in other galaxies?
+ How do advances in cloning and gene editing influence our moral and ethical decision making?
+ How do the stories of our faith connect with the birth of galaxies like milkweed seeds from galactic pods as
seen with the Hubble telescope?
+ How does the energetic fabric of the cosmos and its quantum nature at the smallest level influence how we
think about God?
+ Is quantum entanglement just spooky science, or does it speak to the nature of God and our own interbeing?
These topics are no longer arcana reserved for the cognoscenti – they are explored in popular science shows
and videos seen by millions of people of faith. When National Public Radio has a stories about “the quantum
entanglement of love,” the Higgs boson, and dark matter and gene editing with CRISPR-cas9, these topics are
clearly now part of the lexicon and fabric of our culture. Strange as it has been, I have actually stood in the
pulpit and spoken about God, prayer and quantum entanglement in the same sermon.
A recently retired professor of New Testament who is a member of the parish asked me on Sunday, “How
much science does the person in the pew need to know to live meaningful life? How much theology?” I don’t
have the answer to his questions.
I do believe that the answers to the questions at the intersection of science and faith matter. Why? Because
people care.
You and I both know that most of the people in my parish could care less about the fact that the paired spins of
electrons in orbit around the nucleus of an atom are energetically entangled, but they do care about how the
very energy in and of the space between us connects us to one another and to what we call God.
Some of the people I encounter in parish life do care about the ethics of human cloning and they care more
about hope of gene editing to cure diseases like muscular dystrophy and HIV.
Many care deeply about the connection between the science of climate change because they care about deep
ecology of humankind and creation with the Divine. The answers to their questions about science and faith do
matter to those who seek a deeper relationship with the Holy One.
It seems the father I go on this pilgrimage to follow the star, the more puzzling and interesting the journey has
become. I have some hunches about resilience reflecting the intersection of the energetic manifestation we
call God with the current data from theoretical physics about the very nature of space at the cosmic and
quantum levels. My hunches are based on the years I spent studying the energetics of the human system,
reading and studying Scripture, along with my years of experience of being with dying. These hunches come
from what I have observed over time. I have found that tending to and nurturing the quality of the connections
between us absolutely affects our collective resilience.
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Last Saturday I listened to a TED talk given by Robert Waldinger, a Psychiatrist and Zen priest, who is the
Director of the Harvard Study of Adult Development, one of the most comprehensive longitudinal studies in
history. For the last 75 years, since 1938, under four different directors, investigators have gathered all kinds of
data about the health and well-being of a total of 724 men; 60 of them are still alive, in their 90’s. These men
have been interviewed annually; their medical records were obtained from their doctors, their blood was
drawn, their brains scanned. The investigators talked to their children, and videotaped interactions with their
loved ones.
The clearest message from this study, according to Dr. Waldinger, was that good relationships are a
determinant of human resilience.
I believe the all this data supports the theological assertion that “we interbeing are.” I am convinced that the
very fabric of the space within and between us is holy energy, with infinite potential for giving and receiving; it
is God within and with us. It forms the foundation of our resilience.
I know that it is all too easy to fall into the trap of misrepresenting science and, worse, espousing misleading
and truly heretical theology. So I thank God for you, and the opportunity to join a society of colleagues who
have been at this endeavor for much longer, and with greater success.
Summary: Gifts of being a stranger in a strange land
Continuing in Matthew’s Gospel:
When they saw that the star had stopped, they were overwhelmed with joy. On entering the house, they saw
the child with Mary his mother; and they knelt down and paid him homage. Then, opening their treasure chests,
they offered him gifts ....
In closing, this pilgrimage of following the star to find the Holy One has been full of interesting twists and
perplexing turns. I have been a stranger as a person of faith in the land of science. I have been a stranger as a
scientist in the land of faith. I am certainly a stranger as an ordained scientist and parish priest. Yet, the
pilgrimage of following the star has itself brought forth the gifts I bring.
First, “Beginner’s Mind”: My scientific training and pastoral experience confirms for me the truth that
faithfulness includes “not knowing” as an intentional activity. As an intentional activity, it is a lot like that of
solving a Zen koan. A koan is a mystery that the rational mind cannot solve. By thwarting our usual strategies
for solving problems, it causes one to get frustrated until rational strategies are given up. By giving up on trying
to find linear, rational solutions the mind is intentionally invited into a place of stuckness. This is a fertile place
of not knowing called “beginner’s mind”. Call it what you will, I believe that good scientists and theologians
spend a lot of time in that place. Out of it great creativity, insight, and gifts of the Spirit often emerge.
Second, trust in the truth unfolding: Like good science, the resolution of the spiritual koan we call life requires a
trust in a larger pattern, which the mind does not understand. I have found that people who are able to
perceive their lives in this way, are able to respond to life’s events with hope rather than cynicism and despair.
The answer to this life as koan must be lived. The process of answering requires trust that, like the Magi, we
will be guided by and to God’s Light.
Finally, I offer resilience born of faith; faith that through the Holy One’s humor and loving power something of
value will come of the gifts each of us brings –to the babe in the manger, to the foot of the Cross, and to the
empty tomb.
The gifts brought by the Magi were valuable and costly. So, too, are the gifs we bring from the crucible of our
experience as ordained scientists. The gifts that each of us brings is unique, but the journey is best when made
with companions. I am eager to hear the gifts you bring to the Holy One as we share those experiences during
the small group discussions that follow. Blessed be.
Sermon – Lucas Mix
C.S. Lewis wrote “I believe in Christianity as I believe that the sun has risen: not only because I see it, but
because by it I see everything else.”
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Today’s gospel and our reflections over the last week have led me to think more carefully about this concept of
seeing and believing. I wanted to say something about our role as ordained scientists, and return to two
insights that were deeply moving to me as we shared our pilgrimage together this week.
One was our dependence on a community of scholars, and the way we form a focal point as leaders in science
and religion, for a much bigger community endeavor. The other was our need to deal with unsolved problems
in applied science and, dare I say it, applied metaphysics – the concrete needs of the world.
Matthew quotes Isaiah, but what does this mean that Jesus “will not wrangle or cry aloud, nor will anyone hear
his voice in the streets”? How are we to understand evangelism in light of Jesus ordering his disciples to remain
silent about him? Here, and even more so in the Gospel of Mark, there is a suggestion that some things should
be shared and some things kept quiet.
And who are we in this Society? I do not think we are any more mediators of God, or truth, or reality than any
other child of God. And yet we are mediators of knowledge, both sacred and secular. We are authority figures,
for good and ill, regulating what it means to be in community and share a common understanding of the world.
We are asked to reflect and refract the wisdom entrusted to us. Priests and deacons wear stoles to show we
represent the larger church, the authority, both power and responsibility, that comes from speaking for a
greater cloud of witnesses. Scientists, too, though the lab coat does not, perhaps, garner the same respect it
once did, act as experts in our society. They have the authority, both the power and the responsibility, to speak
the truths revealed by our searching, to be the face of inquiry and discovery in a society that deeply values
both. Our education and experience gives us a deeper understanding of how the world works.
Mark Richardson suggested in his talk that we cannot truly be Evangelists in the modern world unless we can
navigate the languages of science and meaning that move our congregations. And I think this must be true,
that the vernacular is increasingly a scientific vernacular – our challenges, our hopes, and our fears are all
tinged by science. So we must do more than solve the abstract problems. We must bring all that we are and all
that we have to finding our way in the world as communities.
My own passion, as most of you know, has to do with how we act responsibly with both kinds of authority –
how we exercise this trust, to always represent the best wisdom of both worlds, or perhaps the best insights of
both perspectives, in all our interactions. How do we fulfill the trust placed in us, through our education, our
opportunities, and our relationships? It’s not just about finding truth, it's about cultivating common
understanding about the things that matter most, ourselves, our world, and our meaning.

During the talks, I was reflecting on two images: First the telescope, so often iconic in science. Lenses focus our
perceptions, allowing us to distinguish details or see patterns, large and small, that we would otherwise miss.
Second, stained glass, so often iconic in Christianity, breaking the light into colored fragments, to harmonize,
beautify, and order the light, which shining alone is too bright and too full for us to appreciate its depth.
Perhaps, too
subtleties of light in a way we never would, when blinded by the full spectrum brilliance of God. And I
wondered, as I often wonder, whether these are competing images, whether they pull us in different
directions. I must honestly admit that a stained glass telescope would be a poor instrument, at least in terms of
the initial metaphors. It would distort the image while constraining our vision. It would, I suppose, be a
kaleidoscope, a wonderful thing in and of itself, but neither fish nor fowl.
This seems to be the fear of many faith/science discussions, that somehow we will lose the utility of both, if we
attempt to put them together. Obviously, I don’t think that’s the case. I think we must bring our scientific and
religious authority together in our applied science, our applied theology, and our applied community. But it
may mean re-working my metaphors. It may mean doing a new thing. So I want to share a new image with you.
Most of us agree, I think, that there is only one light, but we have trouble agreeing on what kind of lens we
want to be, and what kind of lens we should be, for ourselves and for others.
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How many of you are familiar with gravitational micro-lensing? It sounds very complicated, but it’s a beautifully
simple concept, increasingly useful in astronomy. For the most part, we can only see stars and planets in the
sky when they are exceptionally bright. Mars is, on average, 225 million kilometers away from us, but if you
hook up a giant flashlight, take 2 times 10 to the 30th kilograms of hydrogen and helium and set it on fire –
That would be the Sun –and flash it at Mars, the light that comes back is bright enough to see. Similarly, the
Andromeda Galaxy, 2.5 million light years away, shows up because of the light of a trillion Suns’ worth of mass
all merrily burning in the night. Other objects, for example the light of tiny planets orbiting distant stars in the
Milky Way
galaxies farther out than Andromeda, may not be bright enough for us to see them, even with our best
telescopes. They are too dim. Yet we care about them. We care about Orion and Pleiedes and the vast expanse
of interstellar space. We care enough to ask what they are made of and where they are and whether they, like
we, travel through the night. And we have discovered that when the stars align, the light from a distant star will
bend around a star passing in between us and it and that light passes on all sides of the passing star and
focuses back upon us, with much greater intensity for a moment in cosmic time. As it does so, we learn
something profound about the distant source of light, for we see it much more brightly, and about the passing
star, for the way it passes the light onto us. The gravity of the passing star, or even galaxy, forms a lens, a
gravitational micro-lens. And if we watch the distant star closely, and observe how the image changes as is
passes into focus we can also learn about the lens itself, the mass and properties of the star that passes in
between.
Lensing around galaxies, when we let one galaxy to magnify a more distant galaxy, has allowed us to calculate
galactic mass and understand dark matter – or more properly understand how we don’t understand dark
matter. That is, it shows us galaxies far more massive than we would have guessed based in brightness alone.
Lensing around star-systems, when we are lucky enough to watch a star and its planets pass between us and a
distant object,
has allowed us to find extra-solar planets, otherwise invisible. As of last night, 43 planets had been discovered
and reported on the basis of micro-lensing, including some of the smallest and most Earth-like currently
known. The details are more complicated than I could hope to capture here, but hopefully I’ve given you a
taste of this wonderful insight, I hesitate even to call it a technology, for we have no power to align the stars
ourselves but we have this glorious curiosity that allowed micro-lensing to be revealed to us and allowed
micro-lensing to reveal things we couldn’t have imagined. And it is, very much, both a telescope and a stained
glass window, depending on your focus, a great kaleidoscope that reveals and fractures a heavenly image.
And here I have waxed too poetic even for my own sensibilities. Let me bring this digression back to the very
concrete biblical exegesis, and daily morality that it has sparked in me. Perhaps I can worry less about what
kind of lens I am, when I magnify and when I refract, when I give a true image and when I break an image into
it’s components. Instead, I shall worry more about how God has placed me between the light of Christ and the
observer. I shall think about how my life and my actions bend the world around me in a way that can reveal a
more distant light a more distant truth, and, for many, a brightness they had only dreamed of. It is not so
different a metaphor than that used by the Orthodox speaking of icons as windows to divinity, or Augustine
speaking of the finger pointing at the moon. Jesus may have taken the focus off himself, precisely because he,
as the incarnate Christ, was the focus of a yet more glorious light, a lens, through which, was focused the full
intensity of God.
I don’t have that kind of intensity. I don’t have that kind of mass. But, returning to Marilyn’s insight from our
very first reflection, the community gathered together, possesses a power greater than its parts. We are
something when we gather here, at this table, in prayer, in service, and in love. Each of our ministries can be
this, and I truly believe each of our ministries is this, a gathering of people through our authority as leaders in
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science and faith, whether or not we wear a stole, whether or not we wear a lab coat, we have this power, to
gather light and mass around us,

Some Observations on Parkinson’s
What is Parkinson’s?
Parkinson’s is a progressive neurological condition that originates in the brain and deteriorates over time. It is
caused through the lack of the chemical dopamine because some of the nerve cells in the brain that make it
have died. A common protein, called alpha-synuclein, goes rogue, forming sticky, toxic aggregates that jump
from cell to cell, killing neurons as they go. This means that some of the electrical circuits in the brain are
broken with resulting loss of muscular control. The external symptoms of Parkinson’s are tremor, stiffness and
slowness of movement. Anxiety, stress and excitement may make the symptoms more noticeable and every
day activities more difficult.
There is currently no known diagnostic test that can accurately detect Parkinson’s. This is because Parkinson’s
affects people in so many different ways, probably depending upon which part of the brain is affected and has
degenerated. It can be a number of months or even years before the symptoms become obvious. My doctor
told me at first that it was only old age. Some simple tests are style of walking such as shuffling, copying a
simple line diagram such as interlocking triangles where the lines are no longer straight and firm and the size of
handwriting with Parkinson’s becoming quiet small.

The Effects
The most obvious symptom is uncontrolled shaking of a limb, called dystonia. It is caused by muscles
contracting when they should relax or when a muscle, which should not be involved in a movement, undergoes
contraction. This seems to be associated with excessive electrical activity in the brain. The brain contains
inhibitory circuits that should prevent the spread of electrical activity to areas that should be inactive. The
message comes up from the limb to the brain and since the brain is not sure where the message came from, it
sends impulses to the wrong muscles or with incorrect timing. This results in twisting or repetitive involuntary
movements or abnormal posture or pain, together with loss of speed, development of cramps, aching and
fatigue.
In addition to dystonia, other symptoms that can be easily recognised are loss of control in facial muscles,
causing the cheeks to sag, giving a sad expression. This may result in dribbling from the mouth. Walking may
be unsteady, which can be mistaken for drunkenness. Instead of striding out, the steps become short and
shuffling. Contraction of muscles causes difficulty in standing for any length of time. Eye muscles can be
affected, resulting in jerky eye movement as well as blinking less frequently. This reduces the cleansing effects
of blinking so the eyes may become sore or dry. The sense of smell may also be lost.
But perhaps the least known effect that Parkinson’s has is on the vocal chords and control of breathing. The
voice may become slurred, much weaker and lower in tone. Through breathing more weakly, the Parkinson’s
sufferer may not be aware how quietly they are speaking, particularly at the beginning of a sentence. Speaking
against other back-ground noises becomes difficult so the person cannot be heard. Also joining in a general
conversation become difficult so the sufferer tends to be left out. Swallowing food may become difficult as
well.
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Sleep disorders are another sign of Parkinson’s. This may be sort of nightmares, with vivid scenes of being
attacked by something. In self-defence, the sufferer may lash out with their arms or legs or even try to attack a
sleeping partner. Kicking with the legs may also occur. The sufferer may be totally unaware of what they have
been doing.
Perhaps the most disconcerting aspect of Parkinson’s is its unpredictability. Its effects may vary from day to
day and even hour to hour. This depends partly on the state of medication. Excruciating muscle pain one
moment may suddenly disappear. Another dose of medication may alleviate the stiffness but not always.
Stiffness seems to be linked to duration of any activity. Overdoing some activity one day is felt the next
through tiredness. It seems that sufferers gradually loose strength and stamina. Walking up steps or slopes
tires very quickly. It takes longer at the start of the day to get going. It is best to limit the duration of any
activity and change frequently.
Other People’s Perceptions
The general public think that Parkinson’s can be cured by treatment but this is not so. Most people are
unaware of the seriousness of the condition because they probably associate it with the uncontrolled limb
movements and think it is a bit of a joke. People do not understand that Parkinson’s can fluctuate so much or
it incapacitates so much. It has certainly not received the attention and research of say cancer. This may be
because the sufferers are unable to participate much in public life. It is thought that perhaps as many as one
person in two hundred may be affected in some way so there is a great need to raise awareness of Parkinson’s.
Richard L. Hills.
Parkinson’s and Faith
‘Parkinson’s’, the neurologist whispered to Bernice as I took a few steps down the corridor. The diagnosis
came both as a shock and a relief. A shock because I knew about the effects of some neurological conditions
such as Parkinson’s and MS through seeing the slow decline of my Aunt Polly over many years, ending in
complete paralysis, lying in bed all day. It was also a relief because my physical ability had been declining for
some years which my doctor ascribed to old age but I knew something else was wrong. At last I knew the
truth. The initial reaction was, ‘What had I done to deserve this?’; ‘Why did God allow it?’; ‘Was I being
punished for something I had done?’
Our reaction is to ask, ‘Why do the righteous suffer?’ We are reminded of Job, ‘who was perfect and upright,
one that feared God, and eschewed evil.’ (Job 1, 1) Job had become very wealthy with a large family and vast
flocks. But the Devil claimed that, if all this prosperity were taken away, Job would curse God. God allowed
the Devil to remove all this wealth but not to touch Job himself. So the Devil set to work. Even amid the
calamities, Job would not curse God but said, ‘The Lord gave, and the Lord hath taken away; blessed be the
name of the Lord.’ In the midst of disaster, with one part of his life being stripped away after another, ‘In all
this, Job sinned not, nor charged God foolishly’. At least Job recovered while the Parkinson’s sufferer will not.
If we look in the Old Testament, we find the connection between sin and illness or misfortune. God may send
illness as a punishment. We have the warning in the Ten Commandments, ‘You shall have no other gods
before me. You shall not bow down to them or worship them, for I... am a jealous God, punishing the children
for the sin of the fathers to the third and fourth generation.’ (Ex. 20, 12) This is a theme that recurs elsewhere
in the Old Testament and was prevalent among the Jews at the time of Jesus. We may note that, after Jesus
had healed the invalid man by the Pool of Bethesda saying, ‘Pick up your mat and walk’, (Jn. 5, 10) the Jews
pointed out to the man that he had broken the Sabbath law. Jesus met him later and told him, ‘See, you are
well again. Stop sinning or something worse may happen to you’.
Obviously Parkinson’s as such was unknown at the time of Jesus but he could have met instances of it. Luke
records the case of the paralysed man lowered through the roof of a house so he could reach Jesus. (Lk. 5, 17 –
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26) The Authorised Bible translates this that he was suffering from a ‘palsy’. The Oxford English Dictionary
describes this as ‘paralysis, especially with involuntary tremors’. In Greek, the word is ‘paralelumeines’
meaning ‘exhausted’. Parkinson’s sufferers quickly become tired and exhausted so this could have been a case
of Parkinson’s. There was also the woman crippled for eighteen years by an evil spirit. (Lk. 13, 10 – 17) She
was ‘astheneias’, wanting strength, and in addition was ‘sugkuptpusai’, bent forwards. Muscles become stiff
and their movement becomes restricted, hence the bent posture. She could not straighten up. ‘Woman, you
are set free’. Jesus would break the connection between evil and sickness.
We find Jesus very clearly breaking the links between sin and illness and misfortune in the case of the Galileans
who were slaughtered by Pilate. (Lk. 13, 1 – 5) ‘Were these Galileans worse sinners than all the other Galileans
because they suffered in this way? No... or those eighteen upon whom the tower in Siloam fell and slew them.
Do you think that they were more guilty than all the others living in Jerusalem? I tell you, No.’ When Jesus met
a man born blind, (Jn. 1 – 34) his disciples asked him, ‘Rabbi, who sinned, this man or his parents that he was
born blind?’ ‘Neither this man nor his parents sinned, but this happened so that the work of God might be
displayed in his life.’
While we should not expect to be healed of our Parkinson’s, perhaps God can use our illnesses and accidents to
the good. ‘All things work together for them who love God.’ St. Paul tells the Philippians, ‘It is God who works
in you to will and act according to his good purpose’. (Phil. 2, 13) My career was changed through a climbing
accident that damaged a leg. The gangrene that had set in ceased partly through medical treatment but also at
the same time as the prayer group in my home parish many miles away was praying for me. I was sure that I
would walk again, although that took many operations. It would lead to my setting up the Museum of Science
and Industry in Manchester and the award of the MBE. Having to leave that Museum through ill-health led to
ordination and a new career serving God. Treatment for prostate cancer led to my marriage to Bernice.
Without her support, I would have found it very difficult to accept the position of Warden in SOSc. I also learnt
from her more about the depth of love, my own mother having died from cancer when I was only two.
Based on these experiences, I wonder how God will transform Parkinson’s for me. Parkinson’s has reduced my
physical ability – walking is difficult – I have had to stop taking services through weakness and difficulty
speaking loudly – writing soon becomes illegible through muscles tiring – gardening likewise must be done in
small pieces. What is left?
We are driven back to the love of God for us. Through such illnesses, I have learnt much about the wonder of
God’s creation, particularly the marvel and complexity of the human body. So, ‘One thing I do, forgetting those
things which are behind, and reaching unto those things which are before, I press forward toward the mark for
the prize of the high calling of God in Christ Jesus.’ (Phil. 3, 13 – 14)
Richard L. Hills

CREATION
—Myth or Moth?
In this series we’re looking at Creation from a novel perspective, leading up to the 2015 Paris Climate-Change
Summit. The intention is to give you some added-value, on top of the vast amount of scientific material and
polemic available on the Internet. We’ll not rehearse well-worn arguments or commonly understood
perspectives; you’ll find those elsewhere.
Myth or Moth? These two words represent the major concepts regularly applied to the issue of ClimateChange. Myth?: climate-change is not self-induced, but part of a natural cycle. This view is problematic: whilst
there’s plausible evidence that natural cycles are at work, there’s also copious evidence that human
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intervention is exacerbating these trends. Moth?: creation is a chaotic machine—the flap of a moth’s wing
precipitates the hurricane—therefore everything is beyond human agency. This view is problematic: it
suggests that we’re impotent and no solutions exist. These two perspectives are also implicit in the way many
people think of Creation itself.
We’re going to look at the idea of Creation “in the round” and form a distinctively Christian view that owes
something to the Celtic heritage of our Island and something to the concept of holism, or more prosaically of
systems-engineering. We’ll be taking a theological approach, from which we will derive practical and
philosophical ‘tools’. The idea of the Moth cuts both ways. Rather than taking it to mean that any action has
vast chaotic and destructive consequences, we’ll consider what it means to flap our moth-like wing and induce
global harmonic and constructive consequences.
Our themes will be:
• God: is Creator. This is the idea that God made a structure; its nature is to be self-sustaining. This is the Law
of Conservation of Energy (within a closed system the total amount of energy is fixed, neither lost nor gained,
yet it can be converted into different forms and uses). Such a structure has an inherent dynamic that results in
con-structive development. Any perturbation in these processes will inevitably be seen in de-structive
developments; they are limited in scope (localised in space and time). Access to Creation’s intrinsic harmonic
nature is eternal and self-righting. We will explore these implications in the next article.
• God: is Love. This is the idea that God, and therefore creation, is harmonic. The concept of harmony is a
constructive one. Normally, the Love of God means our personal spiritual relationship and Discipleship.
However, the Bible teaches that God is Love and that God creates in the divine self-image: Humanity in the
Imago Dei. It must also be true that Creation is made from the same. Love can’t create something that is not
Love. This implies that Creation has an ambient dynamic stability. We’ll explore what this means for us as
Children of God.
• God: is One. The foundational axiom of the monotheistic faiths is that of Unity. Our ‘Western’ world is
defined by the concept of individuality. ‘Eastern’ cultures are defined by the concept of community. Unity and
individuality are opposite concepts! A community is ‘unified’ only if it is encased in its context. If I define
myself as ‘one’ I have imposed a boundary between myself and the totality of everything; a discontinuity, a
perturbation in the structure. The Creation is, and can survive only if it is, ‘encased’ in its Creator.
• God: is Incarnate. God’s incarnation is built-in to Creation at the level of its intrinsic nature. It is also
dynamically represented by the physical presence of The Word made flesh. Jesus’s defining quality is his
inability to perturb Creation; or the corollary, his innate capacity to challenge discontinuities. What then does
it mean for us to be in-dwelt by Christ?
• God: is Infinite. Infinity can mean “goes on forever”. So what are we to make of God’s infinity? Well, only
that Creation is finite; ie it has a boundary, a context, specifically, it is a closed-system. This is not the negative
it seems. We will look at what God’s infinite state means for us bounded creatures.
God: Is. What more can we say? Well, what doing does this being imply, in view of the impending Summit? As
St James says, “works without faith” are meaningless; they are mere perturbations. What then should our
faith-based works be? Such works as are harmonic and resonant with the core dynamic of Creation; given the
nature of Humanity and by looking for inspiration to our Celtic Christian forebears.

God: is Creator.

What do we mean when we say “God is Creator”? Logically, God has made something that works (Gen 1:31 “it
was very good”). This implies Creation is a viable system, it has intrinsic capacity, innate self-sustaining
properties.
A Creation that was not internally mobile and active would have no capacity for change. This capacity to
change brings into effect life and death. Without change nothing can “be”. Stasis cannot exist! Something
formed within Creation constantly absorbs and emits in varying degrees in the context of its environment and
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it finally returns to that context in a reusable form. This recycling is a crucial aspect of the self-sustaining
nature of Creation. For Creation not to have these defining aspects would be tantamount to being still-born.
The innate, fundamental properties of a viable Creation are: absorption, emission and recycling. In this sense
Creation and Evolution are one and the same.
Given these three, there is no obligation for God to intervene. A viable self-sustaining system will do whatever
its internal capacity is capable of. This is not a clockwork creation. A clock has only one function and that is to
be regular. It must avoid any hint of interaction or variability. Creation does not function like that; it carries in
itself the ability to “ring the changes”. It has innumerable ways in which its internal capacity can interact on
every level.
In scientific terms there are two basic Laws: First, Conservation of Energy; and Second, Entropy. The first
says—in a closed system that is not fed from/to the outside—there can be no gain/loss of energy. The second
says—within that system—energy can exist in various forms and change between them. These two properties
allow that Creation is indeed dynamic, self-sustaining and evolutionary.
If I, as an engineer, design a structure with a dynamic function I am constrained by my materials and
knowledge to build a system that can only do certain things given certain inputs. This is a clockwork-type
system, invariant. Yet I, its creator, am a changeable being. However, the opposite is true of God, being
defined by changelessness. The Creation that God made is perpetually changing.
It is then a natural part of Creation that anything has the potential to interact with anything else. Some
interactions are con-structive; they build relationships that survive and form new partnerships that are
beneficial, more capable. Some possible interactions are inert; they would if they could but they can’t so they
won’t; there's no relationship. The only other kind of interactions are de-structive; they effect a change that is
not survivable, it’s short-lived, a dead-end.
In Gen 1:26 God determines to make humankind so they may “have dominion” over nature. Interestingly,
although the Hebrew word for dominion has the meaning “to rule” or “to be dominant” ; it also has
connotations of “treading” or “scraping out” (recall Adam & Eve are evicted and set to toil!). The Greek word
the Alexandrian Jews used to translate this Hebrew word has the meaning “to be the start of something new”
or “to have authority over” or “to be responsible for”; a far better idea that domination.
God placed Humanity in a viable, self-sustaining system. For millennia Humanity has been a cooperative constructive partner in Creation. It would be illogical for God to want Humanity to be a destabilising and destructive influence.
However Humanity has intervened, we’ve become a perturbation in Creation. Our take on “dominion” has
become just that: de-structive. We’ve appropriated the ‘right’ to use Creation for our own ends. Our misuse of
technology and over consumption of earth’s resources for profit are de-structive actions the effect of which is
to perturb Creation, the result?: Waste. Suns explode, humans die, but we’ve made plastics that go on for
ever! Waste, effectively breaks the First Law, it removes energy from the system: non-recyclable.
Remember, God has intervened per Christum. God is also having to intervene: through the moral conscience.
Our Biblical imperative is to manage our environment and all its assets for the good of Creation; to cooperate
in creative cyclicity. It is our obligation, role, prosperity and calling to synchronise with Creation’s innate,
fundamental properties. Our creativity should be making technology ready and easily able to give up the
energy of which its made. We should not be making stuff that traps that energy and denies Creation a part of
itself.

God: is Love
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St John famously states “God is love, and those who abide in love abide in God, and God abides in them.” [1
John 4:16 NRSV]
St Paul is equally emphatic; listing the characteristics of Love [1 Cor 13:4-7] he concludes "Love never ends".
In the previous article I used the somewhat technical terms con/de-structive. By con-struction I mean “having
a viable relationship”. By de-struction I mean “having a non-viable relationship”1. I want now to show how
these work in the grand scheme of Creation.
These qualities that define the love of God—that “abide” in the Children of God—are con-structive; they define
sustainable relationships. St Paul’s “is not” list excludes all de-structive attributes; they define relationships
that are unsustainable. The former are harmonic, the latter are inharmonic.
Something is harmonic when it shares attributes with another. Most obviously, in music; harmonies are most
pleasing to the ear. In simpler terms: the number 6 is harmonic with 2 and with 3. But 2 and 3 are prime
numbers, they are inharmonic to each other.
This implies—if God were a number—that God would have to be the product of all prime numbers. But, since
there can never be an end to the list of prime numbers, their product can never be finally determined. More
importantly, this shows that God is pure harmony, (all numbers are represented in that unknowable product).
This implies that God has no choice but to be harmonic!
Since God is the unlimited totality of everything, Creation cannot also be the total; neither can Humanity!
However, Creation has to be consistent. So Creation contains the quality of harmony; we call it evolution
(viable relationships). However, inharmony is also innate in Creation, purely because of this lack of totality.
This can only be the case if some parts of Creation’s harmonic behaviour are inharmonic with some other parts:
eg 14 is harmonic with 2,7 and 15 is harmonic with 3,5 yet 14,15 share nothing. Natural disasters occur
because of this inharmony.
Creation has no option but to cooperate in the great cosmic dance of Love; it can't suddenly decide not to!
Neither has it the option not to be inharmonic! It will explore every opportunity for interaction—it’ll meet
non-viable relationships on the way—and, discovering viable ones, it will grow. Those non-viable relationships
will fail to survive.
But Humanity is a part of Creation; albeit a unique part. It shares with Creation that ability to pro-create, to
share in harmonic, viable relationships (ie to love). However, only Humanity has the ability to make choices
about what it creates. In order for us to choose there must be credible options to choose from. Animals can
choose, but only humans can invent. However, given that God has no choice but to love, where does this
“ability to choose” come from; God doesn’t have it! Unless …
… God cannot contain inharmony but Creation must. So is Humanity's ability to choose (which God cannot
have) the exact thing required to balance out Creation’s ability to have non-viable relationships? This cannot
imply that Creation + Humanity = God; because Humanity can’t all operate as one. However, it does imply we
can strive to make viable some of those non-viable relationships in our moment and place.
Since Humanity is made in the Imago Dei it will only express those innate qualities of God—harmony/love—if
and when it deploys all its skills and attributes in harmony with God, within Creation. This is the role of the
Children of God. Choice has no eternal value if it is not consonant with that Imago. It is self-evidently that case
that Humanity can act inconsistently with Creation. Choice is the partner of opportunity. Only Humanity has
1

This is very different from “destroy”. The word “struction” comes from the Latin struere ‘to build’.
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the opportunity to make things that Creation can't invent. Choice comes, therefore, in two forms: do we
create something? how do we use what we create?
To be Children of God is to be in harmony with God, ie with a Creation that has no choice in the matter. So our
choices must be predicated on the notion that our aim is to grow harmonic, viable relationships within
Creation. The moral questions is this: will we create something that benefits all of Creation, or will it serve only
one part and thus introduce a non-viable relationship with the other part? Therefore for Children of God
wealth and technology become tools for harmony and not for disharmony.

God: is One

The Shema “Hear Israel, The Lord our God, the Lord is One.” [Deut 6:4] after which comes the words Jesus
famously quoted: the Greatest Commandment; that we are to love God with absolutely everything we are.
In linguistic terms the word “one” can mean a single minimal entity; eg one cent. However, there’s a more
technical meaning: a totality, there is only one “everything”.
In Western society—at the heart of our philosophy—is the idea of separation. Descartes famously postulated
cogito ergo sum; because he concluded that the mind and the body were separate entities coexisting. We call
this dualism. A dualism is defined by the existence of a boundary that separates things. Therefore it is natural
for us—who are inculcated with this philosophy—to imagine a boundary between us and God.
However, this boundary cannot exist. Simply because if Creation was separate from God then God couldn’t be
everything.
We understand God to be omnipresent and yet we treat God as though a great chasm separates us. Just listen
to the prayers we offer up; they speak of our perception of God. Most of them imply that God is off
somewhere else and unaware of our need. Jesus himself counters that logic; God “knows what you need” even
before you can think what your real needs are [Matt 6:8].
An omnipresent God cannot be inside Creation, in the sense that Creation is less than God. Therefore Creation
must subsist within God. That is the sense in which God is present. Everything happens “within” God; God has
no boundary. Nothing can exist “without” God.
Interestingly, in many non-westernised cultures, the idea of individuality doesn’t exist. For such cultures, the
“who am I?” is answered by identifying the community. It’s kind of like saying “I’m a Yorkshireman, Simon son
of Thomas son of Thomas”. This is much more the sense of embeddedness that suits the notion that God is
One. There is then a clear distinction between the idea of individuality and of community. They are opposites
in the sense that their defining contexts are opposable; that is to say they are not antonyms.
In the last article we saw how it’s possible for humanity to act as a relationships-builder within Creation. We
are able to invent and build things that make otherwise unrelated things work together. However, in terms of
the article before that, our capacity for such work has to be constructive. It must facilitate the evolutionary
tendency of Creation to become more than the sum of its parts. Therefore thinking in terms of ‘boundaries’
will be misleading. Boundaries are inharmonic if there is no bridge across them. The question then becomes:
is it because we instinctively think in terms of separation from God (that God is elsewhere) that we are
perturbing Creation? Does our mindset cause us to act as though there is a real separation? When in fact
there can be no separation at the ontological level (the level of our ‘being’). So our mental frame of reference
is at odds with the actual frame of reference embedded within Creation.
Taking this a step further; does this imply that our Spiritual nature is where we sense this error? This error, that
lies in our Intellectual nature, that we are separate from God? Does our Intellectual nature drive humanity’s
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wanton destruction of our planet, our acquisitive greed for profit? Is the name of this false idea of separation:
Ego?
Jesus said there will always be the poor; what he meant was there’ll always be the rich! Is it then the role of
the rich to create the necessary economic flow that provides the poor with access to wealth? Well, no, not if
there are always poor. Our talents are given in different measure. However, Jesus did not say there will always
be those who are powerless. He majored on helping them. So, it must be the role of those who are powerful
to create the necessary flow that provides the powerless with access to influence, dignity and respect.
Creation exists because of the flow of energy. Energy is variously stored in appropriate vessels. However, the
flow of energy is accessible to everything. Since God is One, we are part of that Oneness. So we are bound by
that Imago Dei to show at the Spiritual level (and therefore in the Intellectual and Physical levels) what that
oneness means: the bridging of apparent boundaries.
You shall love … with all your heart, soul and mind. Everything:One!

God: is Incarnate
The Incarnation; perhaps the most astonishing claim of all! Having looked at the Oneness of God, in which we
saw how Creation must exist within God—if it is to exist at all—and in which we said that God cannot exist
within Creation, how then can God be Incarnate??
There’s a parable in which a 3D entity pokes a finger into a 2D space. The 2D inhabitants are unable to see
inside what to them as a solid circle. They see the finger, but they’ve no idea what it is, and never can.
Since, as we saw, God is intrinsically present in all spacetime the Incarnation is then the visible and
comprehensible localisation of all that characterises God. I am as much present in my big toe as I am in my
heart. The notion of Sonship is this: that everything about the nature and will of God is present in Christ. The
“true image” [Col 1:15]; the “exact imprint” [Heb 1:3 ]; the Word made Flesh [John 1:14 ]. And yet Creation is
given the capacity to see it and to know it (aka the Holy Spirit).
God is intrinsically harmonic and Creation is partially harmonic (it has inharmonic aspects to its structure and
behaviour). So, in Christ all things are made new [2 Cor 5:17]; ie Christ is harmonic. Therefore, Christ has no
capacity whatsoever to perturb Creation; ie Christ cannot make boundaries between things. His only capability
is to bridge or remove boundaries. That is his universality. Thus, Christ is innately challenging to
discontinuities (aka evil).
This means that Christ is the manner by which God heals the innate limitation of nature to suffer
discontinuities or boundaries. Christ acts to bridge all boundaries. In life, he could only do it partially, locally;
ascended, he can do it universally. So why don’t we see it?
Well, basically, because we’re still of the opinion that, behave as though, the world is unrequited. I can tell you
’til I’m blue in the face that the sun shines in Kerry. But whilst you persist in the conviction that it’s always
raining there, my truth has no value for you. You’ll always come with your brolly. This is the meaning of “once
for all” [eg Heb 10:2]. Jesus did it; we still think it’s not yet and are waiting for him to finish it. This is the
problem with our theory of Atonement and of Sin. We think repentance is about forgiveness, it’s not, it’s more
than that, it’s about rebirth into Christlikeness.
Back in England, at a former church, there’s a triptych stained glass window in the Vestry. It is necessary to
read the inscription one line at a time across all three windows: “To the Glory of God and in memory of Samuel
Frost … who died [etc] Also of Nanny his wife who died [etc]”. However, if the relationship between the
windows is ignored or broken then a reading of the first window gives a completely wrong idea.
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“To the glory of God and in memory of his wife who died February 9 1858”
To cooperate with Christ we must be Christlike. To be Christlike we must be reborn; the Orthodox call this
theosis. The West has lost this notion in its fixation with sins and their forgiveness.
We are assured that glory-hope subsists with “Christ in you” [Col 1:27, Gal 2:20] ie the ‘re-incarnation’ of God
in Christ in Us, through that trust we place in God to do just that: indwell; we call this our faith. This is how the
Children of God bind relationships, heal the sick, free the captive and bridge boundaries. It’s the innate and
inevitable function of the indwelt people of faith to function as Christ did in his earthly ministry. The necessary
conclusion is that our lesser death—that death of ego that causes separation and boundaries—must come
before our greater death when the energy that comprised our mortal self is recycled.
So. Inasmuch as we act, we act according to two motivations. The one is healing, the other is disruptive. The
one is a consequence of God’s nature, the other is the inevitable result of partiality. But God is incapable of
allowing evil in the divine presence! There is a mathematical impossibility here. What was it, really, that Christ
gave up in order to become perfect!! [Phil 2:7] Let’s see …

God: is Infinite

The reason God is Infinite and One, all at the same time, is to do with the idea of infinity. Infinity is defined as
the unending possibility that there is more. It’s like always having further to go than the distance we’ve just
covered. Infinity comprises all that there is or ever can be. Therefore to be Infinite God must be One.
Let’s see what Phil 2:6-9 says Christ gave up in order to become perfect. This sounds like a mathematical
impossibility; how can infinity less something still be infinity?
“though he was in the form of God, did not regard equality with God as something to be [kept hold of], but
emptied of himself, taking the form of [that which is bound], ie being born in human likeness. Being found in
human form, he was humble of himself and became obedient to the point of death—even death on a cross.
Therefore God also highly exalted him and gave him the name that is above every name”
We must remember that Jesus must be seen as both fully human and fully Divine (without sin). So what can
we take away from perfection only to leave perfection? Well, something that was added that shouldn’t have
been. We look to Genesis 2. There we learn that humanity added something that God didn’t give us: our
modern word for it is Ego [That’s why the song I did it my way is the worst thing at a funeral]. Jesus didn’t treat
equality with God as his right. Instead, having taken the bound form of a human being, he dispensed with the
human Ego.
This is where the ancient idea of “name” comes in. We treat a name as a label. In earlier cultures someone’s
name was their character (hence James and John are Sons of Thunder and Jesus is Son of God). That name
which is above all other names is the Imago Dei, the Divine character. God is Love. When we’re Christlike
we’re egoless (1 Jn 3:6) and then it’s no problem bending our knee (Phil 2:10)
This then is where the boundlessness of God matters to us who are bound by spacetime. When we crucify “of
ourselves” (ie our ego) we join Christ in being resurrected to our true selves as divinised humans. This is when
we become capable and more so than Christ (John 14:12) of bridging boundaries and healing hurts. After all,
creation is still groaning inwardly (Rom 8:19-23).
The role of forgiveness, that divine act of selfless love, is to turn us round so we notice that Jesus already
heralded the Kingdom of Heaven in and around himself. If we, who are faithful to Christ, are not also faithful in
seeking for selflessness then how are we to move others whose faith is in their Ego?
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We’ve seen already, much of what is wrong with the world is of our own doing. Why? It’s not because we’re
unmindful of the needs of others. Let’s face it, that’s what’s motivated us to excel in technology. It’s because
we’ve also allowed ourselves to be acquisitive and regard it as our right to possess (own) things. So we’ve
driven technology to create evermore extravagant things so that we can possess them. This means that far
more energy, which should freely recycle through the Universe, is being trapped in things we possess
(unnecessarily).
The selfless one is more happy to give than to receive and is blest for not regarding things as possession, but
rather as short-term loans. But should we give only for someone else to possess it…?
Take a drinking straw and put it into a carton of milk. Now suck on the straw. If you’ve a little amount of milk
in your mouth its not because there’s none in the carton. It’s because you’ve not sucked hard enough. That’s
the way of it with the human economy; demand creates supply. However, the advertising industry has become
extremely clever at creating a market for a new product. God’s economy only works when we act as conduits
of God’s love; not when we behave as reservoirs.
It’s not God’s provision that’s infinite. This Universe is a closed system. There’s a finite amount of energy to go
round. So our trapping it makes there less to go round and our Planet must adjust accordingly. What is infinite
is God’s character: Love; Forgiveness; and Patience (Gal 5:22). Let’s be possessed by God’s Love; the more we
give it away the more we are given to give. Let’s not possess the Universe’s energy.

God Is

It’s one of the greatest philosophical debates: what is God? Apophatic theology—via negativa—tries to say
what God is not like. Cataphatic theology—via positiva—tries to say what God is like. We’re doing neither.
The basic thrust of this series of articles has been to try to express what “God” means. Having said God is:
Creator, Love, One, Incarnate, Infinite, it now behoves us to consider the implications of this. In other words,
what does it mean that these are all the same?
The somewhat cryptic title Creation: Myth or Moth? is intended to alert us to a key issue. If we think
Creation—ie everything in existence—is nothing but an accident of possibilities then we have made a
dangerous implicit assumption that’ll pervade our instinct. We’ll be at risk of taking our world for granted and
treating it as a bag of goodies, to be used as we see fit. This is Creation as Myth. Alternatively, if we think of
Creation as an intimately interconnected structure of beautiful God-endowed potential then our instinct will
alert us to the myriad consequences of our actions. This is Creation as Moth.
The fact of the matter is this: Creation is the latter, it is imbued with God. So when we think it’s the former—
dislocated—we inevitably cause disruption and negative or inharmonic effects. However, when we
acknowledge Creation’s true nature we ourselves become intimately one with it. Our actions then—because
we cooperate in the smooth recycling of energy—are harmonious and complimentary with God’s. If you’ve
ever seen a Blue Morpho flap its iridescent wings in the dappled daylight of the Belizean jungle you’ll soon
realise how the tiniest thing we do has the most profound effect.
That’s what the heritage of Celtic Christianity is (or any other creation-sensitive culture). It offers us a practical
example of the beauty and symmetry of living at one with nature. We are fed by it and we feed it. We are
given the chance to invent and invest in its future and it invests in ours.
Climate-change is a natural phenomenon. What is unnatural is the rate of that change in the modern era; the
scientific evidence is overwhelming. An instant change could be caused by some catastrophic event. This rapid
change is attributed solely to humanity’s profligate use of the carbon nature has stored away for recycling at an
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appropriate moment. We have intervened in the natural order of things in an unnatural way. The only thing
our earth’s eco-system can do is make a rapid compensatory change to balance out the uneven distribution of
energy. So it heats up a couple of degrees. And this causes many more extreme weather events and the
pressure on equatorial countries to migrate to fertile pastures.
If our Moth flaps its wings in the wrong way it won’t fly properly. That it does flap is sufficient cause for sideeffects that unsettle nature. It’s only one moth and one tiny flap, yet the consequences proliferate. When it
flaps as it was designed to, nature benefits. We are 7 billion. If each of us flap our wings in the wrong way we
cause immense irrevocable damage. The solution is not to stop flapping our wings. Instead we must flap them
in the right way.
As human beings we’ve a God-given capacity to invent and construct. We should be using it with sensitivity
and wisdom. Not for our own acquisitive pleasure. Not even just for the benefit of impoverished humanity.
But for the welfare and wellbeing of the whole of the created order on earth. The earth will survive, but the
irritant organism that plagues it will be evicted.
This is the import of St James’ Epistle “works without faith”. As Christians we should be in tune with God and
therefore in harmony with nature. Then the things we do are consistent with the wellbeing of the natural
order. It should be part of our spiritual DNA to “do the right thing”. The fact is we are more often in tune with
the world’s prescription; we "do our own thing".
We can learn from the Celtic Christianity of our fore-dwellers. They honoured nature; they saw God
everywhere; they felt and nurtured the harmonies of nature. They lived in humble and sustainable correlation
with Creation.
Use only what is necessary; protect and care for the store of earth’s goodness; neither hoard nor consume for
the sake of it. We know all these things, but don’t often do them. Each little flap makes a difference.
Now we realise that by not doing them we inevitably, incrementally and unremittingly make the universe ill.
And the universe lives in and through God …
So pray … and be the answer to your prayer.
Simon Lumby
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